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As cognitive linguists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson have shown,
metaphors are words “we live by.” In law, they are words we govern by.
The “marketplace of ideas,” introduced into the jurisprudential
imagination just over a century ago by Justice Holmes dissenting in Abrams
v. United States, persists as the central organizing metaphor for how
judges, scholars, and the public understand the freedom of expression. It
envisions a speech ecosystem where competition among ideas, refereed by
a responsible press, results in truth winning out.
But the marketplace metaphor is a relic. Today’s expressive ecosystem
dramatically departs from the metaphor’s core assumptions, marked by
information overload and replete with misinformation and lies proliferated
by speech platforms unable or unwilling to act as “arbiters of truth.” These
dynamics are better described by another First Amendment metaphor, “the
free flow of information,” which has operated as a stealth metaphor:
obscured by the ubiquitous marketplace metaphor, it has done enormous
work within the doctrine without much critical notice. The metaphor’s logic
privileges information over ideas, prioritizes content quantity over quality,
and removes accountability from the system of free expression. In the end,
truth is the casualty.
By analyzing every First Amendment opinion using the free flow of
information metaphor, this Article unearths a libertarian theory of speech
and press freedoms emerging in Supreme Court doctrine in the 1940s.
Contrasting with the classical liberal theory supported by the marketplace
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metaphor, the libertarian theory undergirds a doctrinal expansion of who
or what counts as a speaker or “the press,” a contraction of the state’s
regulatory role, and a reconceptualization of speech as information instead
of ideas. In the Speech Clause context, the free flow metaphor further
illuminates the theoretical underpinnings of the doctrine’s neo-Lochner
turn. In the Press Clause context, the metaphor undergirds the Court’s view
of the press as an information conduit, responsible for maximizing
information flow—a significant and overlooked narrowing of press
responsibility as compared to the “checking” function that it played in the
marketplace. In both contexts, the metaphor envisions a speech ecosystem
without structures for accountability where listeners, who benefit by
receiving more information, are responsible for sorting the wheat from the
chaff. To underscore its normative weaknesses, this Article traces the
theoretical overlap between the metaphor and information theory’s
influential mathematical model of communication, developed just as the
concept of free flow was taken up by the Court. Like the mathematical
model, the metaphor conceives of free expression as an engineering
problem: efficient information flow is paramount, meaning or ideas are
irrelevant, and accountability is removed from the equation.
The free flow metaphor underpins an approach to free expression that is
untenable for democracy. Doctrinally, it supports theoretical developments
in speech and press jurisprudence that are at odds with the classical liberal
conceptualization of rights and responsibilities envisioned by the
marketplace metaphor. Normatively, it constructs an impoverished
expressive ecosystem devoid of goals like truth, democratic deliberation, or
government accountability, and offers no alternative, affirmative vision of
democracy. Because of the metaphor’s influence on constitutional law and
speech platforms’ philosophy of free expression, this Article concludes with
an entreaty to judges and scholars to craft a new First Amendment
metaphor for us to live and govern by.
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INTRODUCTION
Words matter. As cognitive linguists George Lakoff and Mark Johnson
have shown, metaphors play a central role in structuring what humans
understand as possible, setting the boundaries for how people think and act
in ways that are largely unconscious.1 In the First Amendment context, the
central organizing metaphor for how judges, scholars, and the public
understand the freedom of expression is as a “marketplace.”2 Rooted in

1. See GEORGE LAKOFF & MARK JOHNSON, METAPHORS WE LIVE BY 3-6 (1980).
2. See C. EDWIN BAKER, HUMAN LIBERTY & FREEDOM OF SPEECH 3-24 (1989) (arguing that the
marketplace theory “is the dominant rationale given for freedom of speech”); HAIG BOSMAJIAN,
METAPHOR AND REASON IN JUDICIAL OPINIONS 49 (1992) (“The metaphoric ‘marketplace of ideas’ has
been one of the most often cited and influential tropes in judicial decision making.”); Stanley Ingber,
The Marketplace of Ideas: A Legitimizing Myth, DUKE L.J. 1, 2-3 (1984) (“Scholars and jurists
frequently have used the image of a ‘marketplace of ideas’ to explain and justify the first amendment
freedoms of speech and press.”); Geoffrey R. Stone, Reflections on the First Amendment: The Evolution
of the American Jurisprudence of Free Expression, 131 PROC. AM. PHIL. SOC’Y 251, 259 (1987) (“The
central metaphor of our First Amendment jurisprudence remains Justice Holmes’s ‘marketplace of
ideas.’”).
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classical liberal philosophy,3 the market metaphor structures ideas as goods4
and individuals—including speakers, listeners, and journalists—as rational
economic actors.5 Expressive freedoms are developed in and realized
through the competitive free market dynamics of this metaphorical
marketplace,6 where truth, democratic deliberation, and government
accountability are the central democratic goals.7
This way of thinking about the freedom of expression, taken up by the
Supreme Court as early as 1919 in Justice Holmes’s famous dissent in
Abrams v. United States,8 has exerted an enormous influence on First
Amendment jurisprudence9 and has been the subject of extensive academic
work.10 For decades, scholars have engaged in heated debates about the
metaphor’s coherence, politics, and validity.11 On the heels of the centennial
of Justice Holmes’s dissent, which many peg as the introduction of the
marketplace metaphor into the Court’s jurisprudence, scholars continue to
operate within the metaphor’s logic, assessing First Amendment doctrine12

3. Scholars generally agree that the metaphor’s animating principles can be traced to the work of
John Milton and John Stuart Mill. See BAKER, supra note 2, at 6-12; BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 52-54
(collecting scholarly and jurisprudential references tracing the metaphor invoked in Holmes’s dissent to
Milton and Mill); SAM LEBOVIC, FREE SPEECH & UNFREE NEWS: THE PARADOX OF PRESS FREEDOM IN
AMERICA 17-18 (2016); Ingber, supra note 2, at 3. Still, there is heated debate about the accuracy of
this lineage and the precise origins of the metaphor. See BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 54-57 (objecting
to the intellectual lineage he traced); John Durham Peters, The “Marketplace of Ideas,” in TOWARD A
POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CULTURE: CAPITALISM AND COMMUNICATION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST
CENTURY 65, 66-72 (Andrew Calabrese & Colin Sparks, eds.).
4. See BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 61 (“[I]t is questionable that speech, the expression of ideas,
should be metaphorized into a consumer item.”).
5. See C. Edwin Baker, Scope of the First Amendment Freedom of Speech, 25 UCLA L. REV. 964,
967 (1977).
6. See BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 67 (“This influential judicial metaphor is . . . a trope that has
affected the way we think of the process we use in our society to determine who does and who does not
receive constitutional protection.”).
7. See generally infra Part II (describing the marketplace metaphor and its limitations).
8. 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting) (individuals may realize that “the ultimate
good desired is better reached by free trade in ideas—that the best test of truth is the power of the thought
to get itself accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon which their
wishes safely can be carried out”).
9. See supra note 2; see also Baker, supra note 5, at 968-74; Ingber, supra note 2, at 17-25; Peters,
supra note 2, at 77. The metaphor has also become central to how media regulation is discussed. See
generally Philip M. Napoli, The Marketplace of Ideas Metaphor in Communications Regulation, J.
COMM., Autumn 1999, at 151.
10. The breadth and depth of scholarship grappling with the marketplace metaphor, as a
jurisprudential, theoretical, and normative question, is enormous. See generally supra note 2; CASS R.
SUNSTEIN, DEMOCRACY AND THE PROBLEM OF FREE SPEECH (1993).
11. For instance, many scholars have pointed out that the marketplace of ideas is a fiction and that
a true marketplace has never existed. See, e.g., BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 63 (reviewing all the
different types of speech that are legally “prohibited from the marketplace”); see also Daniel E. Ho &
Frederick Schauer, Testing the Marketplace of Ideas, 90 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1160, 1160-65 (2015) (testing
the proposition that the marketplace of ideas can sort truth from fiction, and tentatively concluding that
contrary to marketplace theory, the cure for bad speech may not be more speech).
12. See generally Mary-Rose Papandrea, The Missing Marketplace of Ideas Theory, 94 NOTRE
DAME L. REV. 1725 (2019); G. Michael Parsons, Fighting for Attention: Democracy, Free Speech, and
the Marketplace of Ideas, 104 MINN. L. REV. 2157 (2020); Alexander Tsesis, Marketplace of Ideas,
Privacy, and the Digital Audience, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1585 (2019).
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and the contemporary online expressive ecosystem13 within its terms.
But the marketplace of ideas is a twentieth-century relic. It took root in
the context of an expressive ecosystem defined by a handful of
homogeneous commercial print and broadcast titans that reflected the views
of a narrow and elite slice of the public and sought the aspirational, if
unattainable, goals of truth, democratic deliberation, and government
accountability facilitated by a press that took those aims as its
responsibility.14 While this view of the press is now more myth than
reality,15 that myth both reveals and reinforces the marketplace’s particular
philosophy of free expression.
The expressive ecosystem has radically changed. Dominant online
speech platforms, like Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, define the private
terms on which much of public expression happens,16 including shaping the
incentives by which the traditional press crafts the news.17 Rather than
aligning with the marketplace metaphor’s assumptions or goals, the
economic logic underlying how speech platforms operate violates them.
Aptly described by Shoshanna Zuboff as “surveillance capitalism,”
platforms operate according to a “new form of information capitalism [that]
aims to predict and modify human behavior as a means to produce revenue
13. See Dawn Carla Nunziato, The Marketplace of Ideas Online, 94 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1519,
1523, 1527-31 (2019) (reviewing “the severe problems in today’s online marketplace of ideas” and
assessing European and American regulations, as well as the platform companies’ self-regulations,
designed to address those problems); Tim Wu, Disinformation in the Marketplace of Ideas, 51 SETON
HALL L. REV. 169, 169-70, 172 (2020) (arguing for enhanced First Amendment protections to deal with
disinformation, which undermines competition in the marketplace of ideas).
14. See JÜRGEN HABERMAS, THE STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION OF THE PUBLIC SPHERE: AN
INQUIRY INTO A CATEGORY OF BOURGEOIS SOCIETY 188-89 (Thomas Burger trans.) (1989) (describing
the twentieth-century press as a commercial entity where the “debate gets shaped by the mass media to
begin with” and there is an “influx of private interests that received privileged exposure in it”); Thomas
McCarthy, Introduction to id., at xi, xii (explaining that the commercial “press and broadcast media
serve . . . as technologies for managing consensus and promoting consumer culture”). See generally C.
EDWIN BAKER, ADVERTISING AND A DEMOCRATIC PRESS (1994); MICHAEL SCHUDSON, ADVERTISING,
THE UNEASY PERSUASION: ITS DUBIOUS IMPACT ON AMERICAN SOCIETY (1984).
15. See, e.g., Victor Pickard, The Violence of the Market, 20 JOURNALISM 154, 154 (2019) (arguing
that the press’s commercialism undermines its ability to achieve democratic aims, “[p]rivileging ratings
and profits over democratic discourse”).
16. The Pew Research Center found that in 2021, about 70 percent of Americans surveyed report
using social media sites, especially YouTube and Facebook. Brooke Auxier & Monica Anderson, Social
Media
Use
in
2021,
PEW
RES.
CENTER
(Apr.
7,
2021),
https://www.pewresearch.org/internet/2021/04/07/social-media-use-in-2021. For scholarship about the
platforms’ power and role in shaping the terms of online speech, see Kate Klonick, The New Governors:
The People, Rules, and Processes Governing Online Speech, 131 HARV. L. REV. 1598, 1603 (2018)
(arguing that platforms are “New Governors” of speech online that comprise a “triadic model of speech
that sits between the state and speakers-publishers”); Tim Wu, Is the First Amendment Obsolete?, in
THE PERILOUS PUBLIC SQUARE: STRUCTURAL THREATS TO FREE EXPRESSION TODAY 15, 21, n.32
(David E. Pozen, ed., 2020) (collecting citations to support the proposition that speech platforms play
“an extremely important role in the construction of public discourse”); see also Evelyn Douek,
Governing Online Speech: From “Posts-As-Trumps” to Proportionality and Probability, 121 COLUM.
L. REV. 759 (2021).
17. See NUSHIN RASHIDIAN ET AL., FRIEND AND FOE: THE PLATFORM PRESS AT THE HEART OF
JOURNALISM
(2018),
https://www.cjr.org/tow_center_reports/the-platform-press-at-the-heart-ofjournalism.php (finding that the “vast majority of organizations have taken steps to adapt to this socialmediated news environment” where the platforms have more power over publishing process than does
the press).
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and market control.”18 Online speech platforms sell highly targeted
advertising. To do this successfully and at scale, the platforms must keep
users on their sites so they can collect as much data about as many users as
possible. Leveraging computational inferences, the platforms can learn and
make predictions about their users based on the data they collect,
exponentially increasing the accuracy of ad targeting and thus the value of
an ad.19 At their core, speech platforms are not designed, even
aspirationally, to seek truth, hold the government accountable, or facilitate
democratic deliberation. Rather, they are designed to attract and sustain user
attention through a steady stream of engaging content, and engagement
selects for extreme and polarizing information.20
The platforms’ recent, high-profile decision to deplatform then-President
Donald Trump illustrates their philosophy of free expression.21 In the wake
of the violent January 6 insurrection, where a pro-Trump mob breached the
U.S. Capitol22 seeking, in part, to reverse the results of the presidential
18. Shoshana Zuboff, Big Other: Surveillance Capitalism and the Prospects of an Information
Civilization, 30 J. INFO. TECH. 75, 75 (2015); see generally SHOSHANA ZUBOFF, THE AGE OF
SURVEILLANCE CAPITALISM: THE FIGHT FOR A HUMAN FUTURE AT THE NEW FRONTIER OF POWER
(2019).
19. See Zeynep Tufekci, As the Pirates Become CEOs: The Closing of the Open Internet,
DAEDALUS, Winter 2016, at 65, 68-69, 73.
20. See PAUL M. BARRETT, JUSTIN HENDRIX, & J. GRANT SIMS, FUELING THE FIRE: HOW SOCIAL
MEDIA INTENSIFIES U.S. POLITICAL POLARIZATION AND WHAT CAN BE DONE ABOUT IT 8 (2021)
(explaining that platform companies “do not seek to boost user engagement because they want to
intensify polarization,” but rather they seek engagement because the “time users spend on a platform
liking, sharing, and retweeting is also the amount of time they spend looking at the paid advertising that
makes the major platforms so lucrative. Content that elicits partisan fear or indignation is particularly
contagious and helps fuel this advertising business model.”); Eli J. Finkel, et al., Political Sectarianism
in America, 370 SCI. 533, 534 (2020) (“Social-media technology employs popularity-based algorithms
that tailor content to maximize user engagement, increasing sectarianism within homogeneous networks
[], in part because of the contagious power of content that elicits sectarian fear or indignation.”); Brent
Kitchens, Steven L. Johnson, & Peter Gray, Understanding Echo Chambers and Filter Bubbles: The
Impact of Social Media on Diversification and Partisan Shifts in News Consumption, 44 MIS Q. 1619,
1619 (2020) (concluding that users who spend more time on Facebook consume increasingly partisan
news sources); Jeff Horwitz & Deepa Seetharaman, Facebook Executives Shut Down Efforts to Make
the Site Less Divisive, WALL ST. J. (May 26, 2020), https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-knows-itencourages-division-top-executives-nixed-solutions-11590507499?mod=hp_lead_pos5 (reporting that
a 2018 internal Facebook report found their “‘algorithms exploit the human brain’s attraction to
divisiveness,’” and “‘[i]f left unchecked,’ . . . Facebook would feed users ‘more and more divisive
content in an effort to gain user attention & increase time on the platform’”). See generally ELI PARISER,
THE FILTER BUBBLE: HOW THE NEW PERSONALIZED WEB IS CHANGING WHAT WE READ AND HOW
WE THINK (2011); CASS SUNSTEIN, REPUBLIC.COM 2.0 (2007); TIM WU, THE ATTENTION MERCHANTS:
THE EPIC SCRAMBLE TO GET INSIDE OUR HEADS (2016); Tristan Harris, How Technology Is Hijacking
Your Mind—From a Magician and Google Design Ethicist, MEDIUM.COM (May 18, 2016),
https://medium.com/thrive-global/how-technology-hijacks-peoples-minds-from-a-magician-andgoogle-s-design-ethicist-56d62ef5edf3.
21. Attending to how and why speech platforms enforce and choose not to enforce their rules is
illuminating. See Danielle Keats Citron & Neil M. Richards, Four Principles for Digital Expression
(You Won’t Believe #3!), 95 WASH. U. L. REV. 1353,1357 (2018) (“The most important legal
instruments governing free speech on the Internet today are not derived from the Constitution, but from
contract law—the terms of service governing the relationship between Internet companies and their
customers.”).
22. See Zolan Kanno-Youngs, Sabrina Tavernise & Emily Cochrane, As House Was Breached, a
Fear ‘We’d Have to Fight’ to Get Out, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 6, 2021),
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/06/us/politics/capitol-breach-trump-protests.html.
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election where Trump lost to President Joe Biden,23 speech platforms
suspended the former President’s account because they concluded that his
posts amounted to incitement of violence, violating their rules.24 The Great
Deplatforming sparked heated debate over private companies’ control over
public speech,25 with several states passing legislation to stop some forms
of content moderation as viewpoint-based censorship.26
As this Article was going to print, the Fifth Circuit upheld Texas’s law to
this effect, holding that platforms “are common carriers subject to
nondiscrimination regulation.”27 Though the common carrier rationale
purports to increase platforms’ accountability to their users and the public,
it arguably would have the opposite effect. By removing the backstop of
content moderation, treating platforms as common carriers risks
supercharging their philosophy of free expression that, as we will see,
prioritizes quantity over quality and eschews responsibility. The question
of whether platforms are common carriers could very well end up before a
Supreme Court favorable to that argument. The Fifth Circuit’s ruling is at
odds with a similar case out of the Eleventh Circuit, which largely blocked
a Florida law restricting social media companies’ ability to engage in
content moderation, teeing up a circuit split.28 Just last year, Justice Thomas
23. See Dan Barry, Mike McIntire & Matthew Rosenberg, ‘Our President Wants Us Here’: The
Mob
That
Stormed
the
Capitol,
N.Y.
TIMES
(Jan.
9,
2021),
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/09/us/capitol-rioters.html.
24. See
Mark
Zuckerberg,
FACEBOOK
(Jan.
7,
2021,
7:47
AM),
https://www.facebook.com/zuck/posts/10112681480907401 (arguing that “the current context is now
fundamentally different, involving use of our platform to incite violent insurrection against a
democratically elected government” and explaining that “the risks of allowing the President to continue
to use our service during this period are simply too great” so the company “extend[ed] the block we
have placed on his Facebook and Instagram accounts indefinitely and for at least the next two weeks
until the peaceful transition of power is complete”); Twitter, Inc., Permanent Suspension of
@realDonaldTrump,
TWITTER
BLOG
(Jan.
8.
2021),
https://blog.twitter.com/en_us/topics/company/2020/suspension (“After close review of recent Tweets
from the @realDonaldTrump account and the context around them—specifically how they are being
received and interpreted on and off Twitter—we have permanently suspended the account due to the
risk of further incitement of violence.”).
25. Some on the right of the political spectrum bemoaned what they saw as ideological censorship.
See Tunku Varadarajan, The ‘Common Carrier’ Solution to Social-Media Censorship, WALL ST. J. (Jan.
15, 2021), https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-common-carrier-solution-to-social-media-censorship11610732343 (interviewing Richard Epstein). Some on the left wondered whether the platforms’
decision should prompt a reconsideration of the First Amendment’s scope, notably the state action
doctrine. See Genevieve Lakier & Nelson Tebbe, After the “Great Deplatforming”: Reconsidering the
Shape of the First Amendment, LPE PROJECT (Mar. 1, 2021), https://lpeproject.org/blog/after-the-greatdeplatforming-reconsidering-the-shape-of-the-first-amendment. Once the Facebook Oversight Board
issued its decision to uphold the company’s ban of Trump’s account, scholarly attention focused on
policy questions internal to the Board’s operations, assessing its efficacy and broader role. See, e.g.,
Evelyn Douek, It’s Not Over. The Oversight Board’s Trump Decision Is Just the Start, LAWFARE (May
5, 2021), https://www.lawfareblog.com/its-not-over-oversight-boards-trump-decision-just-start.
26. See Cat Zakrzewski, Appeals Court Upholds Texas Law Regulating Social Media Moderation,
WASH. POST (Sept. 16, 2022), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2022/09/16/5th-circuittexas-social-media-law/?utm_source=alert&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=wp_news_alert_
revere&location=alert.
27. NetChoice LLC v. Paxton, 49 F.4th 439, 473-79 (5th Cir. 2022).
28. NetChoice, LLC v. Att’y Gen. of Fla., 34 F.4th 1196, 1203 (11th Cir. 2022). See also
Zakrzewski, supra note 26.
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suggested that platforms should be analogized to common carriers.29
The salient question for our purposes is why the platforms’ power
operates as it does, because that helps illuminate their philosophy of free
expression. Consider why the companies did not act sooner to remove the
former President. For years, then-President Trump posted content that
arguably violated the platforms’ terms of service, but the companies pointed
to newsworthiness as a value justifying why they kept up his tweets and
Facebook posts.30 At times, Twitter included content notices like factchecks31 and warning labels about tweets that violated its standards but were
deemed to be in the public interest.32 Nonetheless, the account remained
intact. Why?
When assessing this question from the perspective of the platforms’
underlying economic logic, the answer is straightforward: then-President
Trump posted highly engaging content, which, like other content that
includes extreme and polarizing information, effectively captures and
sustains attention.33 So the companies kept his content up, and they took it
down only when the circumstances surrounding his posts became
untenable: stoking a violent insurrection seeking to overthrow the
government by an outgoing president whose political power was on the
decline.34
The platforms’ decision not to suspend that account until the end of the
Trump presidency reveals their philosophy of free expression—one that is
at odds with the goals of the marketplace metaphor. First, their economic

29. Biden v. Knight First Amend. Inst. at Columbia Univ., 141 S.Ct. 1220, 1220, 1222-25 (2021)
(Thomas, J., concurring) (granting certiorari and vacating as moot).
30. Consider for example then-President Trump’s 2017 tweet threatening North Korea. Twitter
explained it did not remove the tweet or suspend his account because it was “newsworthy.” See Biz
Stone,
Newsworthy
and
of
Public
Interest, MEDIUM.COM
(Sept.
25,
2017),
https://medium.com/@biz/newsworthy-and-of-public-interest-1f2b83314f89; see also Renee DiResta
& Matt DeButts, “Newsworthiness,” Trump, and the Facebook Oversight Board, COLUM. JOURNALISM
REV. (Apr. 26, 2021), https://www.cjr.org/the_new_gatekeepers/facebook-oversight-board-2.php
(discussing the origin and development of Facebook’s “newsworthiness” policy and its application to
Trump). The North Korean example is just one of many where critics argue the former President posted
content that skirted the line of harassment, hate speech, and threats—or crossed it. See, e.g., Karissa
Bell, The Day Facebook and Twitter’s Rules Finally Applied to Donald Trump, ENGADGET (Jan. 8,
2021),
https://www.engadget.com/facebook-and-twitter-trump-suspensions-173002449.html
(discussing examples); see infra note 32.
31. See Kate Conger & Davey Alba, Twitter Refutes Inaccuracies in Trump’s Tweets About Mailin Voting, N.Y. TIMES (May 26, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/26/technology/twittertrump-mail-in-ballots.html; Elizabeth Dwoskin, Twitter Labels Trump’s Tweets with a Fact Check for
the
First
Time,
WASH.
POST
(May
27,
2020),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/05/26/trump-twitter-label-fact-check.
32. See Steve Dent, Twitter Hides Trump and White House Tweets Over ‘Glorification of Violence,’
ENGADGET (May 29, 2020), https://www.engadget.com/twitter-trump-glorifying-violence075335643.html; Kris Holt, Twitter Will Label Tweets from Politicians That Violate Rules, ENGADGET
(June 27, 2019), https://www.engadget.com/2019-06-27-twitter-label-tweets-breaking-rules-politicianspublic-interest.html.
33. See supra note 20.
34. See supra note 24; see also Mike Isaac & Kate Conger, Facebook Bars Trump Through End of
His Term, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 7, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/07/technology/facebooktrump-ban.html.
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incentives and design prioritize quantity over quality of content. Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg has made this point in a separate context, saying
“when it’s not absolutely clear what to do, I believe we should err on the
side of greater expression.”35 Second, discounting content’s quality,
platforms become primarily sources for information—including mis- and
disinformation—as opposed to ideas, which are concerned with meaning.
Third, by opting not to use the accountability mechanism at their disposal,
suspending the account, the platforms shifted the burden of responsibility
for sorting the informational wheat from the chaff onto the end user or, in
First Amendment terms, the listener. The platforms’ use of flags and labels
assumes this shift in responsibility, offering minimal guidance while taking
for granted that the user should (and can)36 decide for herself what to believe
and what is true. Zuckerberg summed up this point, too, saying that “[a]s a
principle, in a democracy, I believe people should decide what is credible,
not tech companies.”37 Or, as he put it more succinctly: “Facebook
shouldn’t be the arbiter of truth of everything that people say online.”38
Ultimately, in an expressive ecosystem where quantity matters more than
quality, information is prioritized over ideas, and without reliable
accountability mechanisms, truth is a casualty.
***
The dynamics that define today’s expressive ecosystem seem like an
aberration when viewed through the lens of the marketplace of ideas.39 But
the metaphor’s ubiquity—not only in First Amendment doctrine but more
broadly its cultural capture of how we imagine our system of free
expression—continues to define how scholars conceptualize online
speech.40 As the preceding discussion about online platforms and
35. These remarks are from Mark Zuckerberg’s speech at Georgetown University. See Tony Romm,
Zuckerberg: Standing for Voice and Free Expression, WASH. POST (Oct. 17, 2019),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/10/17/zuckerberg-standing-voice-free-expression.
36. Though there may be ways to design misinformation warnings that help users sort truth from
lies, the current state of misinformation warnings is woefully inadequate. See Ben Kaiser, Jonathan
Mayer, & J. Nathan Matias, Warnings That Work: Combating Misinformation Without Deplatforming,
LAWFARE (July 23, 2021), https://www.lawfareblog.com/warnings-work-combating-misinformationwithout-deplatforming (concluding that there is “little evidence that these types of misinformation
warnings are working” and that “[s]tudy after study has shown minimal effects for common warning
designs”).
37. See supra note 35.
38. See Yael Halon, Zuckerberg Knocks Twitter for Fact-Checking Trump, Says Private Companies
Shouldn’t
Be
‘The
Arbiter
of
Truth,’
FOX
NEWS
(May
27,
2020),
https://www.foxnews.com/media/facebook-mark-zuckerberg-twitter-fact-checking-trump.
39. See Nabiha Syed, Real Talk About Fake News: Towards a Better Theory for Platform
Governance, 127 YALE L.J.F. 337, 338-42 (2017) (discussing how the marketplace of ideas theory of
the First Amendment does not provide an adequate framework for platforms to tackle the problem of
fake news).
40. Several scholars assume that there is a marketplace of ideas online. See, e.g., Nunziato, supra
note 13, at 1521 (framing recent regulatory efforts aimed at platforms as efforts to correct problems “in
the online marketplace” and asserting that platforms “like Facebook and Twitter play such a dominant
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deplatforming shows, the marketplace metaphor does not accurately
describe our contemporary system of free expression, so using it as the
frame through which to view online speech obscures more than it reveals.41
We have been paying attention to the wrong metaphor. This Article
contends that because the marketplace metaphor has occupied the free
expression field, we have missed the rise of another metaphor in First
Amendment doctrine, which better describes our expressive environment:
the free flow of information. Though it has flown beneath the scholarly
radar, the free flow of information metaphor has become as important today
as the marketplace of ideas has been over the past century as a
jurisprudential and cultural concept for how free expression is
conceptualized and enacted in daily life.
By analyzing every First Amendment opinion that uses the metaphor, this
Article unearths a libertarian theory of speech and press freedoms emerging
in Supreme Court doctrine beginning in the 1940s.42 This theory radically
departs from the liberal tradition supported by the marketplace metaphor. It
prioritizes the quantity of content over its quality, privileges information
over ideas, forecloses structures of accountability, shifts responsibility onto
users or listeners, and sidelines truth as a goal. Now, this theory finds new
life in social media platforms’ philosophy of free expression—and is poised
for a doctrinal expansion if the Court concludes that speech platforms are
common carriers.
To develop its description and critique of the free flow of information
metaphor and the libertarian ideology undergirding it, this Article proceeds
in four parts. Part I provides an overview of the literature on law and
metaphor, which focuses on the work that metaphors do within the law.43
This Article builds on that literature by uncovering how metaphors operate
alongside one another. First, this Article argues that the marketplace
metaphor is doing a new type of work within the law. By occupying the
field of how we conceptualize the freedom of expression, it has blocked our
ability to see a new metaphor that is doing significant work in the doctrine.
Namely, the marketplace metaphor obscures the free flow of information
metaphor and the ascendant libertarian trajectory in First Amendment
jurisprudence that this overlooked metaphor underpins. Second, because it
is obscured, the free flow of information has operated as a stealth metaphor:
doing work inside the doctrine without much critical notice.
To bring the new metaphor into focus, it is helpful to understand the
role in the online marketplace of ideas”); Wu, supra note 13, at 169-73 (discussing the need to protect
the marketplace of ideas from disinformation); Parsons, supra note 12, at 2160 (trying to improve how
we conceptualize the marketplace of ideas by incorporating the idea of “attention”).
41. See infra Part II.
42. This Article builds on my earlier work, which identified the libertarian speech tradition, by more
fully developing a theoretical and doctrinal picture of it. See generally Morgan N. Weiland, Expanding
the Periphery & Threatening the Core: The Ascendant Libertarian Speech Tradition, 69 STAN. L. REV.
1389 (2017).
43. See infra Part I.
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marketplace metaphor, which is the baseline from which the free flow of
information metaphor departs. Part II describes how the marketplace
metaphor operates, assessing its assumptions and corollaries, as well as
reviewing and updating scholarly critiques. Under the marketplace
paradigm, competition helps create a robust speech environment, where the
press plays a crucial accountability function by holding the government’s
feet to the fire. Speakers and listeners are figured as rational buyers and
sellers in the market, trading in ideas. 44
Part III uncovers the work that the free flow of information metaphor has
done in First Amendment doctrine, work that is largely invisible through
the marketplace metaphor’s framework. The free flow of information
metaphor supports a newly dominant libertarian First Amendment theory
undergirding changes in speech and press doctrine that are a conceptual
departure from the marketplace metaphor. Part III excavates the free flow
of information metaphor in First Amendment doctrine to reveal a
restructuring of First Amendment rights and responsibilities that is
fundamentally at odds with the liberal tradition. The metaphor undergirds
an expansion of who or what counts as a speaker or “the press,” a
contraction of the state’s regulatory role, and a reconceptualization of
speech as information instead of ideas. Departing from a core principle of
classical liberal speech theory, where the press serves a checking function,
the free flow of information metaphor envisions a speech ecosystem without
structures for accountability where listeners, who benefit by receiving more
information, are responsible for sorting the wheat from the chaff. The
uninhibited flow of information, not competition of ideas, supports a robust
speech environment. To the extent that the Court uses both metaphors, this
Article reveals a conceptual tension within the Court’s jurisprudence.
Specifically, this Article investigates two doctrinal developments
supported by the metaphor: the commercial speech doctrine and a new
understanding of the press as an information conduit.45 First, Part III.A
details how, in the context of the Speech Clause, the free flow of
information metaphor is a key element of the Court’s creation of the
commercial speech doctrine in the 1970s. By redefining listeners or the
public as having an interest in the free flow of information and benefiting
when the free flow is increased, the metaphor helps justify the Court’s
deregulatory posture and speech expansionism. In so doing, the metaphor
broadens who or what counts as a speaker and what counts as speech and
narrows the regulatory role for the state.46 Thus, the metaphor further
illuminates the theoretical underpinnings of the doctrine’s deregulatory
neo-Lochner turn that has been the subject of extensive scholarly critique47

44.
45.
46.
47.

See infra Part II.
See infra Part III.
See infra Part III.A.
See infra note 100 and surrounding text.
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and arguably laid the foundation for a broader and problematic expansion
of speech rights that persists today.48
Second, Part III.B uncovers how the metaphor underpins the Court’s view
of the press as an information conduit, responsible for maximizing
information flow—a significant and overlooked narrowing of press
responsibility as compared to the checking function that it played in the
marketplace.49 Relatedly, the metaphor provides a broader understanding of
who can count as part of the press and a circumscribed role for the state to
regulate only when it touches the press as conduit with the aim of improving
information’s flow.50 At their core, these libertarian theories of speech and
press embrace an expanded understanding of the entities to which rights can
attach while simultaneously narrowing the space for responsibility.
Widening the lens beyond the doctrine, Part IV builds on the normative
weaknesses unearthed in Part III to uncover theoretical commonalities
between information theory and the free flow metaphor to argue that the
metaphor and its libertarian approach to free expression are untenable for
democracy. Though not purporting to offer a definitive intellectual history
of the free flow of information metaphor, an important topic for future
research, this Part begins that project.
Part IV.A traces the theoretical overlap between the free flow of
information metaphor and information theory’s influential mathematical
model of communication, developed just as the concept of free flow was
taken up by the Court in the 1940s. By attending to both the structure and
purposes of the mathematical model, this Article shows how information
theory prefigures key elements of the free flow metaphor. Like the
mathematical model, the metaphor conceives of free expression as an
engineering problem: efficiency of information flow is paramount, quantity
is prioritized over quality, information is privileged over ideas by removing
meaning from the equation, and accountability is shifted outside of the
model onto the end user or listener.51
Drawing on communication scholarship’s long-standing critique of
information theory as offering a problematic view of communication that
fails to understand it as a contextual practice that can build or undermine
communities and democracies, Part IV.B argues that the free flow metaphor
and its libertarian approach to free expression are untenable for democracy.
They construct an impoverished expressive ecosystem devoid of goals like
truth, democratic deliberation, or government accountability and offer no
alternative, affirmative vision of democracy.52
Uncovering, describing, and critiquing the free flow of information

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

See infra note 106.
See infra note 72 and surrounding text.
See infra Part III.B.
See infra Part IV.A.
See infra Part IV.B.
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metaphor and its libertarian theory, and in particular the threat it poses to
democracy, offers two benefits. First, this Article helps to shift how we
think about the logic of our contemporary expressive environment. As the
brief discussion in this Introduction suggests, the marketplace of ideas is an
outdated lens for viewing our contemporary expressive environment.
Rather, the free flow metaphor’s key principles mirror speech platforms’
philosophy of free expression. This metaphor has emerged as the new
paradigm for and best description of today’s online expressive environment,
suggesting why our expressive ecosystem functions (or malfunctions) as it
does. Further, by understanding that speech platforms operate within the
same logic as the metaphor, this Article suggests that they pose similar
problems to democracy. Those problems—valuing quantity over quality of
content, prioritizing information over ideas, and abandoning accountability
mechanisms—are a good place to start when tackling the harms that speech
platforms cause. This task is left for another day.
Second, given how important the metaphor and its underlying libertarian
theory have become combined with the threat they pose to democracy, this
Article concludes with a call to find new words that support a theory of free
expression that improves democracy. Lakoff and Johnson are right that
words matter, but they do not write themselves. Judges, lawyers, and
scholars have the power to write and rewrite them. Let us craft a new First
Amendment metaphor for us to live and govern by.
I. METAPHOR’S WORK WITHIN THE LAW
A central theme of legal scholarship about metaphors focuses on the work
that they do within the law.53 This interior focus mirrors one of the
literature’s key origins in cognitive theory, particularly George Lakoff and
Mark Johnson’s foundational book, Metaphors We Live By.54 They explain
that metaphors play a central role in structuring what humans understand as
possible, setting the boundaries for how people think and act in ways that

53. Three foundational books in the field are in line with this approach. See MILNER S. BALL, LYING
DOWN TOGETHER: LAW, METAPHOR, AND THEOLOGY (1985); BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2; STEVEN L.
WINTER, A CLEARING IN THE FOREST: LAW, LIFE AND MIND (2001). Additionally, recent scholarship
follows this well-worn path. A 2015 symposium and subsequent law review issue focused on “how
metaphors shape notions of law and justice,” in particular “call[ing] attention to metaphors used in law.”
David Gurnham, Law’s Metaphors: Introduction, 43 J. L. & Soc’y 1, 1-2 (2016). See also Michael
Hanne & Robert Weisberg, Editor’s Introduction, in NARRATIVE AND METAPHOR IN THE LAW 6-7
(Michael Hanne & Robert Weisberg eds., 2018).
To be sure, this literature also attends to the real-world impact that metaphors can have on people
who are affected by law. See, e.g., BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 67 (explaining that the metaphor has
power because it “has affected the way we think of the process we use in our society to determine who
does and who does not receive constitutional protection”). But this literature does not engage in a
sustained way with the origins of a given metaphor. See, e.g., BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 52-57
(pointing to and critiquing arguments about the alleged theoretical origins of the “marketplace of ideas”
metaphor in First Amendment doctrine in the writings of John Milton, John Stuart Mill, and Thomas
Jefferson).
54. LAKOFF & JOHNSON, supra note 1.
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are largely unconscious.55 Metaphors produce reality, so the intuition is that
they also might produce legal reality through their work in the law.
Focusing on the work that metaphor does inside of the law, scholars have
attended to how metaphors construct the law, how they make
understandings possible, and how they constrain understanding.56 Most
relevant for our purposes is Haig Bosmajian’s study of the “marketplace of
ideas” metaphor. He pointed to the metaphor’s ubiquity in First Amendment
jurisprudence,57 explaining that, in Lakoff and Johnson’s terms, it “hides
aspects of reality.”58 He also argued that path-dependent reliance on the
metaphor has “distort[ed] our perception of reality” and inured us to a “trope
that is no longer relevant.”59
Today, thirty years after Bosmajian wrote those words, the marketplace
metaphor is still ubiquitous in First Amendment jurisprudence. It continues
to be synonymous with how American law conceptualizes the freedom of
expression.60 And scholars continue to debate61 whether the metaphor was
ever descriptively accurate or normatively desirable62—a debate that this
Article will not settle.
Rather, this Article draws on the marketplace metaphor to show how
multiple metaphors do work alongside one another within the law. By
occupying the field of how we conceptualize the freedom of expression as
55. Id. at 1-6.
56. See, e.g., BALL, supra note 53, at 22-23; WINTER, supra note 53, at 166-185.
57. BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 53 (“The metaphoric ‘marketplace of ideas’ has been one of the
most often cited and influential tropes in judicial decision making.”).
58. Id. at 67.
59. Id. at 71. Many scholars have argued that the metaphor was either never accurate or had become
inaccurate over time. For example, Lebovic explained that even when Justice Holmes first inaugurated
the marketplace theory into law, the metaphor contradicted the reality of “the newspaper market, [that]
like other markets, had industrialized over the course of the nineteenth century” and thus “bore little
apparent relation to the marketplace of ideas that lay at the heart of the democratic theory of public
opinion.” LEBOVIC, supra note 3, at 18, 22-23.
Similarly, Barron observed with respect to the mid-twentieth century mass media a “restraint on
access [] effectively secured by private groups,” implying that the “idea of a free marketplace where
ideas can compete on their merits has become just as unrealistic in the twentieth century as the economic
theory of perfect competition” and that “[o]nly the new media of communication can lay sentiments
before the public, and it is they rather than government who can most effectively abridge expression by
nullifying the opportunity for an idea to win acceptance. As a constitutional theory for the
communication of ideas, laissez fair is manifestly irrelevant.” Jerome A. Barron, Access to the Press—
A New First Amendment Right, 80 HARV. L. REV. 1641, 1656, 1678, 1656 (1967); see also BOSMAJIAN,
supra note 2, at 67 (arguing that the metaphor had become misleading because the rise of “monopolies,
mergers, and conglomerates” had replaced the “old nostalgic marketplace”).
60. See Joseph Blocher, Institutions in the Marketplace of Ideas, 57 DUKE L.J. 821, 824-25 (2008)
(“Never before or since has a Justice conceived a metaphor that has done so much to change the way
that courts, lawyers, and the public understand an entire area of constitutional law. Its influence has been
both descriptive and normative, dominating the explanation of and the justification for free speech in
the United States.”); Thomas Healy, Holmes’s Other Metaphor, 51 SEATON HALL L. REV. 1, 1 (2020)
(“For nearly seventy-five years, the ‘marketplace of ideas’ has been regarded as the central metaphor . . .
of free speech theory in general.”).
61. The fact that the metaphor hangs on as the dominant frame for how we understand the freedom
of expression, even though many scholars think it is invalid, reinforces the point that the metaphor has
occupied the field.
62. See supra note 59; infra notes 82-83; see also Healy, supra note 60, at 1 n.3 (collecting
numerous citations).
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both a jurisprudential and cultural question, the marketplace metaphor has
done a new type of work inside of the law. It not only “hides aspects of
reality,”63 but also has blocked our ability to see a new metaphor that is
doing significant work supplying the logic for developments in First
Amendment doctrine and private speech regimes: the free flow of
information.64 This blind spot is a problem because we cannot critique or
grapple with what we cannot see.
Further, the overlooked free flow of information metaphor functions as a
stealth metaphor: doing work inside of the doctrine without much critical
notice because it operates in a space where another metaphor is dominant.
When a dominant metaphor occupies the field and obscures our ability to
see an emergent metaphor, the new metaphor continues to do work within
the doctrine under the radar.
There are two upshots of uncovering a new metaphor that has done
significant doctrinal and cultural work. Broadly, this Article offers a
potential theoretical contribution about how metaphors operate alongside
one another within the law that could be used to assess other areas of law
that rely on, and may be similarly constrained by, metaphoric thinking. In
terms of the metaphors that this Article is wrestling with, these insights
explain why we have missed the free flow of information metaphor. Further,
this oversight underscores the urgency of excavating and critiquing the
stealth metaphor to understand the work it has been doing. Those tasks are
the focus of the balance of this Article.
II. “MARKETPLACE” AS METAPHOR
This Part focuses on describing how the marketplace metaphor operates
as a metaphor. The purpose of this discussion is not to argue that the
marketplace metaphor is an ideal or to settle the debate about its descriptive
accuracy or normative desirability. Rather, the goal is instrumental: to
understand the free flow of information metaphor, it is first necessary to
understand the metaphor that has obscured it. The marketplace metaphor is
the baseline from which the free flow of information departs.
As a metaphor for the expressive environment, the marketplace metaphor
imagines a particular structure where the market is a metaphorical place.65
This place is characterized by two intertwined assumptions: robust
competition and open access. As Part II.A will discuss, based on these
assumptions, the metaphor constructs a rational, liberal, economic structure
for the exercise of speech and press freedoms. The metaphor imagines
similarly situated rational actors, including private citizens and members of
the press, openly debating and exchanging ideas as speakers and listeners,

63. See supra note 58.
64. See infra Part III.
65. Peters, supra note 3, at 66.
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or, in market terms, as sellers and buyers. Exercising and protecting the
freedom of expression serves liberal democratic ends, and the metaphor is
sufficiently flexible to include multiple goals, like truth-seeking,
democratic deliberation, and checking the government.
Perhaps part of the metaphor’s endurance is due to its ability to
incorporate critiques into its logic.66 As Part II.B will discuss, the metaphor
allows both for its ideal form and its failure. The marketplace of ideas can
function properly or it can fall short. In line with this, the metaphor also
affords for accountability tied both to the market ideal and market failure.
When the market properly functions, competition ensures accountability; it
is the mechanism that sorts the wheat from the chaff. Under conditions of
market failure, the metaphor allows for market corrections, which can
include government regulation and a role for private sector actors like the
press.
A. Assumptions: Robust Competition & Open Access
The metaphor’s first assumption is that the marketplace of ideas is
competitive67 because properly functioning markets are competitive. This
idea, like the metaphor itself, is rooted in liberal economic theory.68
Competition, which is inexorably tied to the structure of the market,
provides an accountability function whereby the free exchange and battle
of ideas, unimpeded by government regulation, will result in the discovery
of truth.69 Truth, regarded as the central goal of classic marketplace theory,

66. That capacious interpretations are available within the marketplace metaphor is suggested by
several scholars. For example, Ingber has suggested that critiques of the metaphor operate within its
structure, explaining that the market failure critique was predicated on the adoption of the market
structure in the first place. “Scholarly critics of the marketplace model argue that the model itself
suggests a vital need for government regulation of the market.” Ingber, supra note 2, at 5. Peters also
has explained that, over time, the metaphor allowed for various interpretations and critiques. Peters,
supra note 3, at 78-79.
By contrast, Blasi argued that Justice Holmes’s argument properly understood “offers no support to
idealists who would turn his vision of free trade in ideas into a charter for regulatory interventions
designed to correct ‘market failures’ in the domain of political and social disputation.” Vincent Blasi,
Holmes and the Marketplace of Ideas, SUP. CT. REV. 1, 45 (2004). Blasi may very well be correct in his
interpretation of what the Justice intended by his Abrams dissent. But the point here is about what
meanings the metaphor affords—which, as Blasi notes, is language that the Justice did not use in his
dissent. Id. at 24.
67. Blasi, supra note 66, at 24 (“Perhaps the key word in Holmes’s phrase is not ‘market’ but
‘competition.’ In this view . . . what is needed for ideas is a vibrant, brutal weeding-out process
analogous to the function markets for good and services perform in killing off inefficient enterprises and
forcing unproductive workers to be fired.”).
68. See Barron, supra note 59, at 1643 (describing Justice Holmes’s dissent as “rather uncritically
accept[ing] the view that constitutional status should be given to a free market theory in the realm of
ideas”); Ingber, supra note 2, at 5; Peters, supra note 3, at 65 (linking the “equation of free trade and
free speech” as well as the free press to the liberal political theoretical tradition).
69. See, e.g., Baker, supra note 5, at 964 (“The classic marketplace of ideas model argues that truth
(or the best perspectives or solutions) can be discovered through robust debate, free from governmental
interference.”); Barron, supra note 59, at 1642-43 (citing Supreme Court opinions for the what he calls
the “romantic view” that an element of the marketplace metaphor is that “without government
intervention, there is a free market mechanism for ideas” and that “the self-operating and self-correcting
force of ‘full and free discussion’ will go about its eternal task of” ensuring the truth wins out over
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is desirable because it fosters the social good of free discussion.70 The
marketplace metaphor is malleable and resilient; in addition to truth, it has
come to support democratic deliberation and “effective popular
participation in government” by citizens.71
The press bolsters the marketplace’s accountability function by
supporting competition. As Fred Siebert, Theodore Peterson, and Wilbur
Schramm explained in their genre-defining Four Theories of the Press, the
“chief purpose” of the mass media within the marketplace rationale is “to
inform, entertain, sell—but chiefly to help discover truth, and to check on
government.”72 The press makes competition among ideas possible when it
is “free from government control and influence” and provides “all ideas . . .
a fair hearing” so that the public has access to “evidence and arguments on
the basis of which [they] can check on government and make up their minds
as to policy.”73 Relatedly, as John Durham Peters has documented, the
marketplace “became the central metaphor for the social responsibility of
the mass media in both official and public discourse.”74 The point is not that
there was one static image of press responsibility that held firm over time;
indeed, Peters’s work suggests otherwise.75 Rather, what matters is that an
understanding of press responsibility, where the media has some role in
supporting accountability in the marketplace, makes sense in the
metaphor’s terms. In sum, not only is accountability built into the
functioning of the metaphorical marketplace through competition, but also
the press is woven into the fabric of the marketplace metaphor’s notion of
accountability.
The metaphor’s second assumption is that there are relatively low barriers
to entry into the market. In other words, it is easy to gain access to the
market, either as a buyer or seller, or, in First Amendment terms, as a
listener or speaker (which includes journalists, who are a type of

falsehood); Ingber, supra note 2, at 3 (“This theory assumes that a process of robust debate, if
uninhibited by governmental interference, will lead to the discovery of truth. . . .”); Peters, supra note
3, at 66 (the metaphor evinces a “faith that ideas, if they are left to shift for themselves, will be diverse
and truth will conquer error in the long run”).
70. See Baker, supra note 5, at 965 (describing that the “value of free speech lies . . . in the societal
benefited derived from unimpeded discussion”).
71. Ingber, supra note 2, at 3; see also id. at 8-12 (discussing the self-government and democratic
theory thread of marketplace interpretation as compared to “classic marketplace theory” focused on the
“search for truth”).
72. Fred S. Siebert, Theodore Peterson, & Wilbur Schramm, Introduction to FOUR THEORIES OF
THE PRESS: THE AUTHORITARIAN, LIBERTARIAN, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, AND SOVIET COMMUNIST
CONCEPTS OF WHAT THE PRESS SHOULD BE AND DO 1, 7 (Fred S. Siebert, Theodore Peterson, & Wilbur
Schramm eds., 1956). While they name this theory of the press “libertarian,” this Article understands
the theoretical lineage of this tradition—which they similarly trace to Milton, Locke, and Mill—as part
of a classical liberal tradition. See Vincent Blasi, The Checking Value in First Amendment Theory, 2
AM. B. FOUND. RES. J. 521, 527-28 (1977) (arguing that “checking the abuse of power by public
officials” is a key First Amendment function, which he named “the checking value”).
73. Siebert, Peterson, & Schramm, supra note 72, at 3.
74. Peters, supra note 3, at 76.
75. Id. at 78-79.
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institutional speaker).76 The opportunity for access does not require that all
actors in the market are equal, but it does mean that everyone is on
sufficiently equal footing to support competition and prevent market failure,
which would happen if the market was dominated by too few speakers.
These interrelated assumptions have two corollaries. First, competition,
under conditions of deregulation, combined with open access, will generate
diversity, or at least variety, of ideas and speakers, including and perhaps
especially press speakers.77 Thus, there are meaningful choices for
individuals in the market to make.78 This leads to the second corollary: these
individuals must be minimally rational to participate in the market
(speaker/seller) and evaluate the choices at hand (listener/buyer).79
B. Critiques Operate Within the Metaphor’s Logic
These assumptions and corollaries have been subjected to widespread
critiques, and rightly so. This Article revisits these critiques not merely to
review this literature but to show that the critiques of the marketplace
metaphor operate within the framework of the metaphor itself. This is
important because the most salient, overarching critique—that market
failure requires some sort of government intervention—may appear to be at
odds with the marketplace model. This critique does oppose classic
marketplace theory, which advances a deregulatory position. But the
marketplace metaphor sustains both sides of the coin; it affords both for a
Platonic ideal of a perfectly functioning marketplace and for the possibility
of market failure. The purpose of market failure critiques and remedies is
restorative: to return the marketplace to, or at least to approach, a properly
functioning ideal. Thus, critics who seek to correct market failure operate
within the structure of the market and the metaphor’s affordances.80
Market failure critiques seek to remedy failures of competition and access
as well as of diversity and rationality.81 The press, which served as the
76. Barron described this central assumption to argue that it had failed to be realized, a critique
discussed in detail later in this Part. Specifically, he explained that “our law is indifferent to creating
opportunities for expression. Our constitutional theory is in the grip of a romantic conception of free
expression, a belief that the ‘marketplace of ideas’ is freely accessible. But if there every were a selfoperating marketplace of ideas, it has long ceased to exist.” Barron, supra note 59, at 1641. See also
Ingber, supra note 2, at 37 (explaining that the marketplace metaphor “assumes the continued existence
of equal access”).
77. See Peters, supra note 3, at 66 (arguing that the metaphor “suggest[s] that communication and
economics are not only analogous but flourish when unregulated, that diversity is essential. . . .”).
78. See BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 67.
79. See Baker, supra note 5, at 967; Ingber, supra note 2, at 7-8, 15. But see Blasi, supra note 66,
at 45 (contending that Holmes’s argument “is not dependent on heroic assumptions regarding human
rationality”).
80. Baker alluded to this point by explaining that there are “two different marketplace of ideas
theories,” a “classic model” and a “market failure model,” and proponents of the latter find that because
“market failures exist” then “government intervention [is necessary] to improve market functioning.”
Baker, supra note 5, at 964, 981. He reviews several reform proposals, which take for granted that the
marketplace metaphor and model fundamentally make sense and should be corrected—not abandoned,
as other critics might have it. See id. at 981-85.
81. For example, Ingber argued that when rationality is “corrupted through socialization or
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central twentieth century marketplace of ideas, was vulnerable to the charge
of market failure: despite having properly functioned at one time,
circumstances had changed such that a market correction was necessary (or
so the argument goes). Starting in the decades before Justice Holmes’s
famous dissent, and accelerating throughout the twentieth century, the
newspaper and other mass media markets departed from the liberal ideal
and became marred by “unequal power of the publishing class”
(undermining equal access), concentration (undermining competition),82
and a strong commercial motive (undermining diversity).83
Perhaps most famously, Jerome Barron called for a market correction in
the form of a “right of access” to the press, which amounted to the
“recognition of a right to be heard as a constitutional principle.”84
Importantly, Barron described his fix in terms of correcting the marketplace,
not abandoning it.85
***
Despite its limitations, and what many scholars have argued is its
disconnect from the reality of the expressive environment in the United
States since its legal inception,86 the marketplace metaphor persists in
setting the terms within which we understand the freedoms of expression,
how we relate to them, and how they can be realized. The marketplace
metaphor continues to be synonymous with our system of free expression.
As a result of its ubiquity, this Article argues that among the most
important—and certainly the least appreciated—work that the metaphor
does today is to block our ability to see a new metaphor in First Amendment
propaganda, then the marketplace can no longer be trusted to properly value a particular good or
service.” Ingber, supra note 2, at 16; see also id. at 31-36; Baker, supra note 5, at 976.
82. See LEBOVIC, supra note 3, at 21-22; Baker, supra note 5, at 965-66 (describing “the market
failure model” and the critics articulating that view as focused on key limitations of the marketplace
model, including “monopoly control of the media, lack of access of disfavored or impoverished groups,
techniques of behavior manipulation, irrational response to propaganda, and the non-existence of valuefree, objective truth”). See generally supra note 59.
83. As Barron first described the problem, “[t]he mass media’s development of an antipathy to ideas
requires legal intervention if novel and unpopular ideas are to be assured a forum—unorthodox points
of view which have no claim on broadcast time and newspaper space as a matter of right are in poor
position to compete” with other ideas—and to keep people in the buying mood. Barron, supra note 59,
at 1641, 1662-63. See also Baker, supra note 5, at 978 (arguing that the market is not truly competitive
because it is “improperly biased in favor of presently dominant groups, both because these groups have
greater access to the marketplace and because these dominant groups may legally restrict the
opportunities for dissident groups to develop patterns of conduct in which new ideas would appear
plausible”); Ingber, supra note 2, at 17 (“ideas that support an entrenched power structure of ideology
are most likely to gain acceptance within our current market” while “ideas that threaten such structures
or ideologies are largely ignored in the marketplace”).
84. Barron, supra note 59, at 1678. See also LEBOVIC, supra note 3, at 35 (discussing the problem
of market failure and the need for press reform).
85. As he put it, “I would argue that the marketplace theory will not function . . . without legal
imposition of affirmative responsibilities,” and he seeks to “make viable the time-honored ‘marketplace’
theory” by promoting “a twentieth century interpretation of the first amendment which will impose an
affirmative responsibility on the monopoly newspaper to act as sounding board for new ideas and old
grievances.” See Barron, supra note 59, at 1641, 1666-78.
86. See supra note 82.
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doctrine that turns the marketplace metaphor’s logic on its head: the free
flow of information.
III. EXCAVATING THE “FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION” METAPHOR IN
FIRST AMENDMENT DOCTRINE
Because the marketplace metaphor has dominated our imaginations and
structured how we think about the expressive ecosystem generally, and the
freedoms of speech and press specifically, another metaphor that has
emerged alongside it, and yet is theoretically at odds with it, has largely
been overlooked: the free flow of information. Scholars have discussed how
this metaphor has been used in global communication debates, first in the
1940s and again in the 1970s and 1980s.87 But the role that the stealth
metaphor has played concurrently in First Amendment doctrine is less well
understood.88
The free flow of information metaphor supports a libertarian restructuring
of First Amendment rights and responsibilities that is fundamentally at odds

87. For example, Victor Pickard has traced the metaphor to American foreign policy debates in the
1940s, where it was used in the service of “promoting the virtues of unrestricted movement of
information.” Victor W. Pickard, Communication Rights in a Global Context, in 1 BATTLEGROUND:
THE MEDIA 91, 92-93 (Robin Anderson & Jonathan Gray eds., 2008). He notes that “[w]hat is noticeably
missing from the free flow language is concern for information quality and questions of access,” which,
as this Article will show, echoes how the metaphor is used in First Amendment doctrine. Id. at 93.
Pickard also explains that the metaphor reappeared in the New World Information and Communication
Order (NWICO) debates in the 1970s and 80s, where that rhetoric was used in opposition to
“communication rights.” Id. For instance, UNESCO’s 1980 MacBride Commission report “critiqued
the inequalities that attended how the ‘free flow of information’ was both conceptualized and
implemented.” See Weiland, supra note 42, at 1451 n.262 (referring to the MacBride Commission’s
report: Int’l Comm’n for the Study of Commc’n Problems, UNESCO, Many Voices One World,
Towards a New More Just and More Efficient World Information and Communication Order 137-144
(1980)). Ideological conflict over this report, along with other factors, led to the United States’ decision
to withdraw from UNSECO in 1985. See C. EDWIN BAKER, MEDIA, MARKETS, & DEMOCRACY 218 n.8
(2002) (explaining that the United States cited “UNESCO’s communication initiatives as one of its main
reasons” for withdrawing); Pickard, supra, at 93.
88. A handful of scholars have described the work of “free flow” or “information flow” in doctrine,
but their work inhabits the perspective of the metaphor and thus does not subject it to critique. Discussing
many of the same opinions in this Article, Phillip Cooper has developed the most relevant description
of what he names a “free flow theory of the First Amendment,” which, in contrast to a speaker-centric
view, “provides that: listeners’ rights to receive information are protected like the rights of the speaker;
the protection of the message is as significant as the claims of the speaker; government may not inhibit
the process of communication . . . ; and government may not attempt to limit the stock of information
available in the marketplace of ideas.” Phillip J. Cooper, Rusty Pipes: The Rust Decision and the
Supreme Court’s Free Flow Theory of the First Amendment, 6 NOTRE DAME J.L. ETHICS & PUB. POL’Y
359, 359-65 (1992). Cooper leveraged this description to critique a Court opinion on abortion for
undermining the free flow theory. Id. at 359, 391-92. See also Daniel J.H. Greenwood, Essential Speech:
Why Corporate Speech Is Not Free, 83 IOWA L. REV. 995, 1017 (1998) (noting in passing a similar point
as made by Cooper regarding the shift away from a speaker-centric speech theory, specifically arguing
that there “is a broad shift in First Amendment theory from a focus on the freedom of citizens from
censorship directed at imposing social conformity or suppressing political dissent, to disembodied
notions of the ‘free flow of information’”); Marci A. Hamilton & Clemens G. Kohnen, The
Jurisprudence of Information Flow: How the Constitution Constructs the Pathways of Information, 25
CARDOZO L. REV. 267, 271-72 (2003) (describing an “emerging Information Flow Jurisprudence, one
that looks to the flow of information in the society, evaluates the need for information flow, and
determines when it must be improved,” and recommending constitutional amendments to “increase the
flow of essential information from the government to the people”).
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with the marketplace’s liberal tradition.89 Recall that the marketplace
metaphor conjures a physical place where people buy and sell goods based
on their rational self-interest and where competitive market forces facilitate
the discovery of truth. The marketplace model relies on a classical liberal
theory and the related understanding of competition as an accountability
mechanism that sorts truth from fiction, allowing a limited role for the state
to help correct market failures. By contrast, the free flow of information
metaphor’s logic focuses on maximizing the conditions under which
information can move without restraint. Free flow is the mechanism that
supports a robust speech environment, supplanting competition in the
marketplace. Further, departing from a core principle of classical liberal
speech theory where the press has a checking function, the free flow of
information metaphor envisions a speech ecosystem without structures for
accountability where listeners, who benefit from receiving more
information, are responsible for sorting the wheat from the chaff. Because
the marketplace metaphor has become synonymous with our system of free
expression, the free flow of information represents a radical departure from
the status quo.
The typology in Table 1 outlines the key differences between the
metaphors.
Table 1: Comparing Marketplace of Ideas & Free Flow of Information
Marketplace of Ideas

Free Flow of Information

Ideology

Liberal

Libertarian

Mechanism
supporting
speech

Competition

Free flow

Press’s role

Assist competition,
“checking” function

Conduit

State’s role

Hands off to allow for
competition; can correct
market failure

Hands off to increase
information flow; can ensure
conduit functions

What counts
as speech

Ideas

Information

Speaker/press

Rational seller

Information sender

Listener

Rational buyer

Information receiver

89. See supra Part II.
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This Part concretizes the theoretical differences between these metaphors
by excavating the work that the free flow of information metaphor has done
in the Court’s speech and press jurisprudence. By reviewing all of the
Court’s speech and press opinions using the metaphor, this Part investigates
two doctrinal developments that, like the stealth free flow metaphor, have
been obscured by viewing the doctrine through the marketplace’s lens.90
First, Part III.A details how the free flow of information metaphor is a key
element of the Court’s creation of the commercial speech doctrine in the
1970s and shows how the metaphor illuminates the broader theoretical
underpinnings of the doctrine’s ongoing neo-Lochner turn.
Second, Part III.B uncovers a new understanding of the press as an
information conduit, a transformation of press responsibility that has
escaped scholarly notice. In both contexts, the metaphor undergirds an
expansion of who or what counts as a speaker or “the press,” a contraction
of the state’s regulatory role, and a reconceptualization of speech as
information instead of ideas. Ultimately, the free flow metaphor has
supported the Court’s development of a new libertarian theory of speech
and of the press.91 Further, by revealing how the free flow metaphor does
ideological work that is distinct from the marketplace metaphor, this Part
points to a theoretical tension in First Amendment jurisprudence to the
extent that the Court uses these metaphors as if they agree.
A. Libertarian Speech Theory: Creating the Commercial Speech Doctrine
In speech jurisprudence, the free flow metaphor is a cornerstone the Court
laid to construct the commercial speech doctrine in the 1970s. By redefining
listeners or the public as having an interest in the free flow of information
and benefiting when the free flow is increased, the metaphor helps justify
the Court’s deregulatory posture and speech expansionism. In so doing, the
metaphor broadens who or what counts as a speaker and what counts as
speech and narrows the regulatory role for the state. Throughout, it serves
as the scaffolding to construct a new libertarian speech tradition. Thus, as
this Part will show, a critical assessment of the metaphor further illuminates
the theoretical underpinnings of the doctrine’s deregulatory neo-Lochner
turn that has been the subject of extensive scholarly critique.92
To tease out the work that the free flow of information metaphor does in
90. Opinions about the freedom of expression that included the metaphor or a version of it clustered
in two major doctrinal categories: commercial speech and press. All cases about commercial speech that
were reviewed are discussed in Part III.A. All cases about the press—meaning that the press, a news
organization, a journalist, or a similar individual or entity, is a party to the case—are discussed in Part
III.B. In all, roughly 100 cases were reviewed and just over 40 are discussed in this Article.
91. Though hypothetically the free flow of information model could rely on a statist or authoritarian
theory, where the government is the sole speaker and controls all channels of communication, that is
unsurprisingly not how it has been used in the American context. Rather, the metaphor has helped
imagine and construct a libertarian theory of both speech and press doctrines.
92. See infra notes 100-01 and surrounding text.
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the doctrine, this Article focuses on the groundbreaking case Virginia State
Board,93 where the Court first recognized a commercial speech right. All
the subsequent commercial speech cases that use the metaphor (or some
version of it) cite directly or indirectly to that case and reinforce the work
the metaphor does in it. In those opinions, the Court uses the metaphor in
similar terms: to identify a speech interest in the free flow of information
on behalf of listeners, to expand the scope of who counts as a speaker and
what counts as speech (by virtue of recognizing a commercial speech right),
and to support a limited role for the state.94 Notably, even when arguing for
93. Va. State Bd. of Pharm. v. Va. Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S. 748 (1976).
94. Many of these opinions define the boundaries of the Court’s newly created commercial speech
doctrine, determining how it applies to various contexts, including contraceptive advertising and
attorney solicitation. See Bates v. State Bar of Ariz., 433 U.S. 350, 364-65, 382 (1977) (striking down a
state restriction on attorney newspaper advertising and relying heavily on the free flow of information
rationale in Va. State Bd. of Pharm.); Linmark Assocs., Inc. v. Willingboro, 431 U.S. 85, 86, 95 (1977)
(invalidating a municipal ordinance banning residents from posting “for sale” and “sold” signs as
impermissibly “restricting the free flow of truthful information”); Carey v. Population Servs. Int’l, 431
U.S. 678, 700 (1977) (recognizing the “‘substantial individual and societal interests’ in the free flow of
commercial information” as part of its reasoning in affirming the unconstitutionality of a prohibition of
contraceptive advertising) (quoting Va. State Bd. of Pharm.); Central Hudson Gas & Electr. Corp. v.
Pub. Serv. Util. Comm’n, 447 U.S. 557, 558, 561-62, 571 (1980) (invalidating a state regulation that
“completely ban[ned] promotional advertising by an electrical utility,” justified with reference to
listeners’ rights); In re R. M. J., 455 U.S. 191, 193, 206-07 n.12 (1982) (recognizing the state’s role in
“‘insuring that the stream of commercial information flow cleanly as well as freely’” but finding that
the application of state ethical rules restricting attorney advertising to the facts of this case were
unconstitutional) (quoting Va. State Bd. of Pharm.); Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp., 463 U.S. 60,
61, 69, 75 (1983) (finding a federal prohibition on mailing unsolicited contraceptive advertising
unconstitutional, explaining in part that “advertising for contraceptives . . . implicates ‘substantial
individual and societal interests’ in the free flow of commercial information”) (citation omitted);
Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel of Supreme Court, 471 U.S. 626, 629, 646-47 (1985)
(holding that state attorney disciplinary rules prohibiting solicitation of business through a newspaper
ad including truthful information and an illustration violated the First Amendment and reasoning in part
that “[o]ur recent decisions involving commercial speech have been grounded in the faith that
the free flow of commercial information is valuable enough to justify imposing on would-be regulators
the costs of distinguishing the truthful from the false, the helpful from the misleading, and the harmless
from the harmful”); Shapero v. Ky. Bar Ass’n, 486 U.S. 466, 468, 478, 480 (1988) (finding
unconstitutional a state prohibition on attorney solicitation via direct mail to potential clients in need of
legal service, noting the description in Zauderer of the Court’s commercial speech jurisprudence as
rooted in the value of “‘free flow of commercial information’”); Cincinnati v. Discovery Network, 507
U.S. 410, 412, 420, n.17 (1993) (finding unconstitutional a municipal code that prohibited commercial
publications from using newsracks on public property, and pointing to the “‘listener’s interest” in
commercial speech as a major factor in why the Court expanded First Amendment protections to include
it) (citation omitted); id. at 431-36 (Blackmun, J., concurring) (arguing in favor of strict scrutiny to
ensure more robust protection for truthful commercial speech, the free flow of which is vital to listeners’
interests); Edenfield v. Fane, 507 U.S. 761, 763, 766 (1993) (finding a state solicitation ban on certified
public accountants unconstitutional and explaining that the “law threatens societal interests in broad
access to complete and accurate commercial information that First Amendment coverage of commercial
speech is designed to safeguard”) (referencing Va. State Bd. of Pharm.); Ibanez v. Fla. Dep’t of Bus. &
Prof’l Regulation, 512 U.S. 136, 138, 143 (1994) (deeming a state accountancy board’s reprimand of an
attorney for using certain certification designations in advertising to violate the First Amendment, and
noting the description in Zauderer of the Court’s commercial speech jurisprudence as rooted in the value
of “‘free flow of commercial information’”); Rubin v. Coors Brewing Co., 514 U.S. 476, 478, 481-82
(1995) (affirming a lower court determination that a Federal Alcohol Administration Act prohibition of
beer labels from including alcohol content violated a brewer’s freedom of speech, referencing Va. State
Bd. of Pharm. for the proposition that “the free flow of commercial information” is vital to consumers);
44 Liquormart v. Rhode Island, 517 U.S. 484, 488, 496-97 (1996) (finding unconstitutional a state law
prohibiting advertisements about the prices of alcoholic beverages, and referencing Va. State Bd. of
Pharm.’s conclusion that the “public’s interest in receiving accurate commercial information . . .
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limitations to the metaphor’s application—as in, limitations to how freely
information should flow, so that not all commercial speech is protected and
regulations are permissible—Justices did so in the metaphor’s terms.95 This
suggests the extent to which the metaphor has taken hold and defined the
terms of the debate.96
supports an interpretation of the First Amendment that provides constitutional protection for the
dissemination of accurate and nonmisleading commercial messages”); Thompson v. W. States Med.
Ctr., 535 U.S. 357, 366 (2002) (finding unconstitutional federal Food and Drug Administration
provisions restricting advertising of compounded drugs, and reiterating commercial speech’s protection
as grounded in the “‘consumer’s interest in the free flow of commercial information’”) (citing Va. State
Bd. of Pharm.).
The one partial exception may be Pacific Gas & Electric Co., where the Court justified its
deregulatory holding, which struck down a regulation requiring a state utility include a third-party
newsletter with which it disagreed in its billing envelopes as a violation of the First Amendment, in
terms of vindicating corporate speech rights as opposed to listeners’ rights. 475 U.S. 1, 4-7 (1986). Still,
the plurality defined the purpose of the Speech Clause in the metaphor’s terms, as “protect[ing] the
public’s interest in receiving information.” Id. at 8. Elsewhere, I discuss the tension in this case, and
how it can be read as an “intermediate step between other cases in the libertarian tradition, which uphold
corporate speech rights based on a listeners’ rights justification, and cases in the contemporary
libertarian tradition, which abandon the listeners’ rights justification entirely.” See Weiland, supra note
42, at 49-51.
95. When holding that there must be limits to the scope of commercial speech protections, Justices
articulate their argument in terms of the metaphor, as do the Justices who take issue with those analyses.
See Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Ass’n, 436 U.S. 447, 454-55 (1978) (acknowledging the importance of
the “free flow of commercial information” but finding that in-person attorney solicitation does not
qualify); id. at 473-74 (Marshall, J., concurring) (disagreeing with the majority’s characterization of inperson solicitation as warranting less First Amendment protection than newspaper advertising because
of the “informational interests” it serves and emphasizing that prohibitions on solicitation “interfere with
the free flow of information protected by the First Amendment”); Friedman v. Rogers, 440 U.S. 1, 8-9,
12 (1979) (finding that though the First Amendment protects a strong social “interest in the free flow of
commercial information,” trade names do not have the same informational function as commercial
speech protected in Va. State Bd. of Pharm. and Bates); id. at 20-23, 26, 28 (Blackmun, J., concurring
in part and dissenting in part) (dissenting from the Court’s First Amendment analysis and emphasizing
the important role that trade names play in informing the public, in line with the Amendment’s protection
of the “‘free flow of commercial information’”) (citing Va. State Bd. of Pharm.); Bd. of Trs. v. Fox, 492
U.S. 469, 477, 480 (1989) (determining that, “while we have insisted that ‘the free flow of
commercial information is valuable enough to justify imposing on would-be regulators the costs of
distinguishing . . . the harmless from the harmful,’’” the state does not have to satisfy a least-restrictivemeans standard) (quoting Shapero, 486 U.S. at 478); L.A. Police Dep’t v. United Reporting Publ’g
Corp., 528 U.S. 32, 34-36, 43-44 (1999) (Ginsburg, J., concurring) (agreeing with the Court that a state
statute restricting public access to arrestee addresses for commercial use was not facially overbroad
under the First Amendment, and noting that “society’s interest in the free flow of information might
argue for upholding laws like the one at issue in this case rather than imposing an all-or-nothing regime
under which ‘nothing’ could be a State’s easiest response”).
Similarly, Justices dissenting from opinions upholding commercial speech protections voiced their
dissent in the metaphor’s terms. See Central Hudson, 447 U.S. at 592-93 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting)
(while acknowledging that “it is true that an important objective of the First Amendment is to foster the
free flow of information,” he argued that there are “a number of instances [where] government may
constitutionally decide that societal interests justify the imposition of restrictions on the free flow of
information”); United States v. United Foods, 533 U.S. 405, 408-09, 426-27 (2001) (Breyer, J.,
dissenting) (disagreeing with the Court’s holding, which found unconstitutional a federal requirement
that fresh mushroom handlers pay an assessment to fund generic advertisements promoting mushroom
sales, in part because the requirement “promotes” what the Court understands as “the First Amendment’s
basic objective” in the commercial speech context, “protection of the consumer’s interest in the free
flow of truthful commercial information,” whereas the Court’s holding likely will result in “less
information” made available to consumers).
96. Elsewhere, I have argued that the causal roots of the libertarian tradition are likely the result of
three interrelated dynamics: “the ACLU’s ironic departure from an internationalist approach, which
broadly rejected the nation-state structure and embraced rights-skepticism, and subsequent articulation
of the speech right as an individual right against the state in the early twentieth century”; “media
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(1) Redefining Listeners
The free flow of information metaphor affords for a significant
redefinition of listeners as compared to the marketplace model. In Virginia
State Board, the Court defined listeners’ interests in terms of a right to
receive the free flow of commercial information, a rationale that justified
its expansion of the speech doctrine to include commercial speech.97
Specifically, it justified its novel doctrinal move by invoking listeners’
rights, as opposed to focusing on the commercial speaker’s interest, in the
form of a “reciprocal right to receive the advertising.”98 By defining
listeners’ interests in the metaphor’s terms, listeners are understood as
benefiting when they receive more information, which often means that
they benefit when regulations that previously inhibited information flow are
struck down. Instead of satisfying the public or listeners’ rights through the
marketplace, where competition would sort truth from fiction for the
public’s benefit, the Court vindicated their interests by facilitating the free
flow of information. Consumers can “perceive their own best interests,” but
“only if they are well enough informed, and [] the best means to that end is
to open the channels of communication rather than to close them.”99 As a
result, the free flow model puts a premium on the quantity, as opposed to
the quality, of information that can flow to listeners. Simply put, more
information is better, and listeners will sort the wheat from the chaff.
Moreover—and this is at the heart of the Court’s move in creating the
commercial speech doctrine—listeners are understood to benefit when the
scope of the Speech Clause’s protection is expanded to include more
categories of speech, making it harder to regulate that speech and easier for
it to flow. Listeners defined in the metaphor’s terms typically benefit from
corporations’ resistance to publicly interested regulations in the 1940s”; and “corporate activism
asserting corporate speech rights in a broad effort to invalidate structural and economic regulations,
especially in the 1970s.” Weiland, supra note 42, at 1414. When the Court took up corporate and
commercial speech claims as a result of these changes, and struck down economic or structural
regulations, it needed to provide a justification for its work. That justification turned on vindicating
listeners’ rights in the free flow of information, where upholding the corporate or commercial speech
right was instrumental. Id. at 1414-15. Thus, the free flow of information metaphor emerged at least in
part to supply a justification for the Court’s doctrinal entrepreneurship, expanding the corporate and
commercial speech rights.
97. Scholars have noticed that the Court’s reasoning appears to have been influenced by arguments
Martin H. Redish made in favor of granting First Amendment protection to commercial speech. He
argued that “[j]ust as we require a free flow of information regarding the political process because we
value the concept of political self-realization, so too, should we require an open exchange of ideas and
information in the marketplace that will help the individual govern his personal life.” Martin H. Redish,
The First Amendment in the Marketplace: Commercial Speech and the Values of Free Expression, 39
GEO. WASH. L. REV. 429, 445 (1971). See also Weiland, supra note 42, at 1428 n.169 (discussing this
point at length).
98. Va. State Bd., 425 U.S. at 757. Elaborating on listeners’ interests, the Court explained that the
“consumer’s interest in the free flow of commercial information . . . may be as keen, if not keener by
far, than his interest in the day’s most urgent political debate. . . . [S]ociety also may have a strong
interest in the free flow of commercial information.” Id. at 763-64. Thus, the “free flow of commercial
information” satisfies the “consumer’s interest” and potentially the “general public interest.” Id. at 76364, 770.
99. Id. at 770.
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deregulation and First Amendment expansionism. In this way, the free flow
of information metaphor supports the broader phenomenon of the First
Amendment’s outward expansion100 and the libertarian speech theory that
undergirds it.101
As I uncover elsewhere, the Court’s move of rooting the commercial
speech doctrine in listeners’ rights laid the groundwork for conflating
listener and corporate rights—and ultimately, vindicating corporate rights
at the expense of listener rights. Because listeners’ interests in the free flow
of information were satisfied through deregulation, specifically by striking
down commercial speech regulations, listeners’ rights and corporate speech
rights are vindicated by the same move and are thus aligned. Notably,
“[that] commercial speech rights were also vindicated was merely
incidental, serving as an instrumental means to the ends of upholding
listeners’ rights.”102 “But because listeners’ rights are not unequivocally
upheld by deregulation while corporate speech rights are clearly and
consistently vindicated, these moves made possible the subordination of
listeners’ rights to corporate speech rights—the reverse of what the Court
purported to do” in expanding coverage to commercial speech.103 The result
is a speech tradition centered on vindicating corporate speech rights, which
I have previously identified as a new libertarian speech tradition.104 As this
Part has shown, the free flow of information metaphor plays a key role in
creating and justifying that new speech tradition.
(2) Expanding Who Counts as a Speaker and What Counts as Speech
As discussed above, the free flow of information metaphor supports the
outward creep of the First Amendment’s boundaries because listeners are
understood as benefiting when more information can flow freely. Indeed,
the metaphor was central to the Court’s reasoning in Virginia State Board
where it expanded speech protections to include commercial speakers and
commercial speech for the first time. That rationale has supported the
continued outward momentum of speech protections, including covering

100. Many scholars have documented and critiqued the expanding scope of the First Amendment’s
coverage, which has also been described as neo-Lochnerism, a reference to Lochner v. New York, 198
U.S. 45, 49, 57-58, 64 (1905), where the Court privileged the constitutional claim of liberty of contract
over maximum hour working laws for bakers. See, e.g., J.M. Balkin, Some Realism About Pluralism:
Legal Realist Approaches to the First Amendment, 1990 DUKE L.J. 375, 383-84 (1990); Daniel J.H.
Greenwood, First Amendment Imperialism, 1999 UTAH L. REV. 659, 659-60 (1999); Leslie Kendrick,
First Amendment Expansionism, 56 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1199, 1207-09 (2015). See generally Amanda
Shanor, The New Lochner, 2016 WIS. L. REV. 133 (2016).
101. See generally Weiland, supra note 42.
102. Id. at 1395.
103. Id. at 1415.
104. See id. at 1447-48. That Article excavated the libertarian tradition, and in the process
uncovered the free flow of information metaphor, finding that it is a central part of how that tradition
operates. This Article expands on that work, focuses on uncovering the free flow of information
metaphor more broadly and, in the context of the commercial speech doctrine, analyzes all opinions that
use the metaphor or a variation of it, which my earlier work does not do.
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corporations as speakers and corporate political spending as speech105—and
arguably laid the foundation for a broader neo-Lochner expansion of speech
rights that persists today.106
Just as the structure of the metaphor redefines listeners, it allows for a
broader definition of who or what can be a constitutionally protected
speaker and what counts as speech. Since listeners are information
receivers, speakers are information transmitters, and a wide variety of actors
can fill that role. Hand in hand with the broadening role of the speaker, the
metaphor allows for more categories of communication to count as speech.
So, both in terms of doctrinal mechanics and the metaphor’s descriptive
affordances, the universe of constitutionally protected speakers and speech
is expanded.

105. This trend began in First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, where the Court for the first time
struck down a state statute that “forb[ade] certain expenditures by banks and business corporations for
the purpose of influencing the vote on referendum proposals” as invalid under the Speech Clause, and
which relied on Va. State Bd. of Pharm. and its free flow metaphor to advance the same image of
listeners in the context of corporate political speech. 435 U.S. 765, 767 (1978). See also Weiland, supra
note 42, at 1432-1435; Cooper, supra note 88, at 389 (noting that in Bellotti “the Court ruled that in the
free flow theory of free expression, the message is protected without regard to its source”) (emphasis
added). Building on the foundation in Bellotti, the expansion of corporate speech rights continued, most
prominently and controversially in Citizens United v. FEC, 558 U.S. 310 (2010). See Weiland, supra
note 42, at 1439-44.
106. The Supreme Court’s recent decisions in National Institute of Family and Life Advocates v.
Becerra, 138 S. Ct. 2361 (2018), and Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal
Employees, 138 S. Ct. 2448 (2018), open a new frontier in wielding the speech right as a deregulatory
weapon to strike down publicly interested regulations. Justices Breyer and Kagan in their dissents situate
the majority’s opinions as part of a neo-Lochner doctrinal turn, where commercial and corporate
speakers have leveraged the speech right this way since the 1970s. And they critique the opinions as
threatening the longstanding speech values of individual autonomy and self-governance.
Consider the holding in Becerra. There, the Court expanded speech protections to professional
speakers by subordinating the patient or listener’s interest in receiving full and accurate medical advice
(which was the ostensible purpose behind the regulation requiring crisis pregnancy centers to post
information about reproductive and abortion services) to the professional’s interest in speaking without
government interference (or quasi-professional, considering the unlicensed facilities). Becerra, 138 S.
Ct. at 2368-70, 2378. Sidelining listeners plays out in the Court’s application of strict scrutiny, which
all but transforms the state’s burden of justifying publicly-interested regulations into a Sisyphean task.
As Justice Breyer gamely points out in dissent, the majority’s analysis departs from its reasoning in
Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992), where the Court deemed regulations
requiring doctors to inform patients about abortion risks and alternatives to be constitutional. Id. at 2385
(Breyer, J., dissenting).
Similarly, in Janus, the Court upended settled precedent that had struck a balance between the rights
of speakers and listeners to preference the former at the expense of the latter. Under Abood v. Detroit
Board of Education, 431 U.S. 209 (1977), the Court had balanced the interest of the individual speaker
(i.e., the non-union member who didn’t want to pay the agency fees for collective bargaining activities)
by finding that while the speaker could be required to pay fees based on the public-sector union’s work
negotiating employment terms, they could not be required to pay for political or ideological activities.
Janus, 138 S. Ct. at 2487-89 (Kagan, J., dissenting). This example of reasonable line-drawing, where
individuals retained their core political speech rights while also ensuring the expressive, associational
rights of union members, undercuts the Janus majority’s claim that its holding and rejection of stare
decisis were required to vindicate the speaker’s rights. See id. at 2460. A balance between the competing
rights had been struck and deemed constitutional for decades. Thus, contrary to the majority’s claims
and as Justice Kagan rightly argues in dissent, the Court used the First Amendment as a weapon to do
ideological work, weighing in on fraught policy questions about the role of unions in society—just as
the Court did in Becerra with respect to abortion—that are better left to the political process. Id. at 2501
(Kagan, J., dissenting). See also Weiland, supra note 42, at 76-85.
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(3) The Role of the State
The free flow of information metaphor imagines a limited role for the
state. Information should flow freely, so regulations that interfere with free
flow are constitutionally suspect. In Virginia State Board, for example, the
metaphor’s logic drives the Court’s deregulatory holding. There, the Court
struck down a state statute prohibiting licensed pharmacists from
advertising the prices of prescription drugs.107 Many subsequent
commercial speech opinions using the metaphor similarly expand the scope
of commercial speech by rolling back regulations.108
Though increasing information quantity typically goes hand in hand with
deregulation and a minimal role for the state, the free flow model, like the
marketplace model, allows for the government to step in to correct for flaws
in the model’s structure. In the marketplace model, the state could correct
market failure. In the free flow model, there are two primary ways that the
state can be involved. First, the government can regulate to improve the
functioning of the conduit or channel through which information flows.109
Second, and relevant in the commercial speech cases, the state can regulate
false or misleading advertisements, just as it can regulate untrue speech
more generally. In the words of the Virginia State Board Court, the
government is not “prohibit[ed] . . . from insuring that the stream of
commercial information flow cleanly as well as freely.”110
One way to understand this role for the state is the Court negotiating the
fallout of moving away from the marketplace metaphor, where competition
was assumed to sort truth from fiction. Without that accountability
mechanism, the Court suggests that the state has at least a minimal role to
play to ensure that the flow is “clean[].” Otherwise, the metaphor’s logic
would allow for total deregulation, arguably overwhelming listeners, who
are in the position of determining what information is true and what is false.
Another way to understand this role for the state is as the residue after
commercial speech is brought within the First Amendment’s ambit. Before
the free flow metaphor helped justify expanding speech protections to
encompass commercial speech, the state could regulate the field. After,
however, the state’s role became significantly circumscribed. Instances
where commercial speech can be regulated become the exception, not the
rule. More generally, within the free flow model, instances where the state
can intervene to address the quality of information are the exception, not
the rule. While it seems as if the Court is providing an affirmative role for
the state, it is instead describing the narrower area where the state can still
act after broad swaths of speech have been constitutionalized. In sum, the

107. Va. State Bd. of Pharm. v. Va. Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S. 748, 749-50, 773
(1976).
108. See supra note 94.
109. This role is implicated in the press cases, discussed infra at Part III.B.2.
110. Va. State Bd. of Pharm., 425 U.S. at 771-72.
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state’s role with respect to content regulation, or information quality, is
smaller. The government’s primary role is to increase information quantity,
either through deregulation (i.e., constitutionalizing more types of
communications as speech or not regulating in the first place) or through
regulations that improve the functioning of communication channels, as this
Article will show in the press cases.
B. Libertarian Press Theory: Press as Information Conduit
The free flow of information metaphor underpins an understanding of the
press’s role in democracy as an information conduit, responsible for
maximizing information flow—a significant and overlooked narrowing of
press responsibility as compared to the checking function that it played in
the marketplace. In the marketplace model, journalists were rational actors
who supported competition in the market by putting ideas before the public
and “help[ing] to discover truth, and to check on government.”111 The
theory recognized that some of those ideas would be false. That was the
grand bargain at the heart of the model: keeping the state’s hands off the
press, and anyone else putting ideas in the market, will result in some false
ideas circulating, but the forces of competition will ensure that truth prevails
often enough.112 The marketplace model thus supports a liberal theory of
the press.113
While the marketplace model understood that part of the press’s role in
democracy is to put ideas in the public square, the free flow of information
metaphor shifts the emphasis of the press’s function, as well as the
overarching conditions under which that role is performed, such that a
different theory of the press emerges. As opposed to a rational actor
participating in a competitive marketplace, the press’s identity and
constitutionally protected status shifts to its role as information conduit. The
press’s sole responsibility and constitutionally protected function is
maximizing information flow, without the constraining conditions of
competition, which is not part of the model. The model envisions an
informational state of nature. Related to this shift in conceptualizing the
press’s rights and responsibilities, the metaphor’s structure provides a
broader understanding of who can be part of the press, a view of the public
as an aggregation of placeless individuals, and a narrower role for the state
that can only regulate the press as conduit with the goal of improving
111. See supra note 72.
112. See Fred S. Siebert, The Libertarian Theory of the Press, in FOUR THEORIES OF THE PRESS:
THE AUTHORITARIAN, LIBERTARIAN, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, AND SOVIET COMMUNIST CONCEPTS OF
WHAT THE PRESS SHOULD BE AND DO 50-52 (Fred S. Siebert, Theodore Peterson, & Wilbur Schramm
eds., 1956).
113. Though Siebert names this theory of the press “libertarian,” it is better understood as liberal—
though he uses the terms interchangeably. See generally id. at 39-71. As he shows, the intellectual
history of this press theory is traced to Milton and Mill, who are classical liberal theorists. Id. at 43-50.
I emphasize this distinction in terminology because it helps us to identify the press theory made available
by the free flow of information metaphor, which is a libertarian theory.
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information flow.
Through the Court’s use of the free flow of information metaphor, this
libertarian theory of the press emerged alongside and in contrast to the
liberal theory undergirding the marketplace metaphor. To show how the
libertarian theory developed and to provide more detail about its features,
this Part reviews every case in which the Court used the metaphor (or a
version of it) in an opinion where the press was a party to the dispute.
(1) The Press, the Public, and Responsibility
The Court uses the free flow of information metaphor to explicate a
theory of press rights and responsibilities. In the metaphor, the press is a
conduit that transmits information to the public. This transmission is vital
because the public needs the information the press is providing—the
information is difficult for the public to access on its own, citizens require
this information to make important decisions, and so forth—and the public
is understood as necessarily benefiting by virtue of receiving this
information. Thus, the press is constitutionally protected because of its
information transmission function. Regulations or other impediments to the
press’s ability to access and then transmit information are constitutionally
suspect.
No opinion elaborates on these elements of the free flow of information
metaphor as clearly as Justice Stewart in his dissent in Branzburg v.
Hayes,114 one of the earliest uses of the complete metaphor in the press
cases. There, he strongly disagreed with the Court’s holding that the First
Amendment does not provide a reporters’ privilege protecting journalists
from revealing their sources before a grand jury.115 Rather, a journalist’s
constitutional right to a confidential relationship with his source stems from
the broad societal interest in a full and free flow of information to the public.
It is this basic concern that underlies the Constitution’s protection of a free
press, because the guarantee is “not for the benefit of the press so much as
for the benefit of all of us.”116
114. 408 U.S. 665 (1972). Apparently, Justices develop their metaphorical theories of the First
Amendment in dissent, as Justice Holmes did in Abrams.
115. Id. at 725. As many scholars have noted, however, the Branzburg majority made clear that
newsgathering is entitled to a modicum of First Amendment protection. See, e.g., Barry P. McDonald,
The First Amendment and the Free Flow of Information: Towards A Realistic Right to Gather
Information in the Information Age, 65 OHIO ST. L.J. 249, 277 (2004).
116. Branzburg, 408 U.S. at 725-26 (Stewart, J., dissenting) (citations omitted). Justice Stewart
reiterated the point, adding that the confidential journalist-source relationship “functions to insure
nothing less than democratic decisionmaking through the free flow of information to the public, and it
serves, thereby, to honor the ‘profound national commitment to the principle that debate on public issues
should be uninhibited, robust, and wide-open.’” Id. at 738 (quoting New York Times Co. v. Sullivan,
376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964)). He also situated source confidentially under the broader constitutional
protections of newsgathering because “[t]he full flow of information to the public protected by the freepress guarantee would be severely curtailed if no protection whatever were afforded to the process by
which news is assembled and disseminated.” Id. at 727.
Relatedly, recent shield legislation operates within the structure of the metaphor, with several bills
that proposed a reporters’ privilege bearing the name “Free Flow of Information Act.” For instance, the
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Many of the Court’s press cases that use the metaphor do so in the same
way, cementing an image of the press as constitutionally protected because
of its function in facilitating and ensuring the free flow of information.
Several press cases use the metaphor (or a close approximation of it) to
recognize a public interest in the free flow of information, and the press’s
constitutionally sanctioned role in facilitating that informational flow is
implied.117 Other opinions explicitly link the press’s constitutionally
protected role to its function as transmitter of information. For example,
Justice Powell, dissenting in an opinion where the majority determined that
a federal policy banning interviews between journalists and certain inmates
was constitutional, contended that the press “is the means by which the
people receive that free flow of information and ideas essential to intelligent
self-government,” which is a “crucial function [that the press performs] in
effecting the societal purposes of the First Amendment.”118 Because the
policy at issue in the case interfered with the press’s role in providing
information about the government to the public, it “thereby substantially
impairs the right of the people to a free flow of information and ideas on the
conduct of their Government.”119
Coming out on the other side of a similar question in a case decided the
same year, where the Court addressed the constitutionality of similar
restrictions on press interviews of prisoners,120 Justice Stewart still
described the purpose of constitutional press protections as ensuring the
public’s interest in the free flow of information about public officials. “The
constitutional guarantee of a free press ‘assures the maintenance of our
political system and an open society,’ . . . and secures ‘the paramount public
interest in a free flow of information to the people concerning public
officials.’”121 But, he argued, the regulations at issue did not interfere with
2013 version in the Senate explained its purpose as “maintain[ing] the free flow of information to the
public by providing conditions for the federally compelled disclosure of information by certain persons
connected with the news media.” Free Flow of Information Act of 2013, S. 987, 113th Cong. (2013);
see also Free Flow of Information Act of 2007, S. 2035, 110th Cong. (2007).
117. See, e.g., Monitor Patriot Co. v. Roy, 401 U.S. 265, 273 (1971) (citing Garrison v. Louisiana,
379 U.S. 64, 76 (1964)) (Justice Stewart in an opinion about a libel action against a newspaper used the
metaphor to describe the public interest in the free flow of information about public officials.); Nebraska
Press Ass’n v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539, 608 n.35 (1976) (Brennan, J., concurring) (“[T]o the extent media
notified of the restraint proceedings choose not to appear in light of the cost and time potentially
involved in overturning any restraint ultimately imposed, there will be no presentation of the
countervailing public interest in maintaining a free flow of information. . . .”); Hustler Magazine v.
Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 50-51 (1988) (explaining that “[a]t the heart of the First Amendment is the
recognition of the fundamental importance of the free flow of ideas and opinions on matters of public
interest and concern” and that “‘[t]he freedom to speak one’s mind is not only an aspect of individual
liberty—and thus a good unto itself—but also is essential to the common quest for truth and the vitality
of society as a whole’”) (citations omitted); Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 34 (1990)
(Brennan, J., dissenting) (“conjecture is intrinsic to ‘the free flow of ideas and opinions on matters of
public interest and concern’ that is at ‘the heart of the First Amendment’”) (quoting Falwell, 485 U.S.
at 50).
118. Saxbe v. Washington Post, 417 U.S. 843, 844, 849-50, 863 (1974).
119. Id. at 864.
120. Pell v. Procunier, 417 U.S. 817, 833-35 (1974).
121. Id. at 832 (citations omitted).
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that function.122
The central model of the press and public that emerges through these
cases, which define the press’s constitutional protections in terms of its
function of transmitting information to the public, has several implications.
First, press responsibility is redefined and circumscribed. The press as
conduit for information defines its purpose as transmitting information and
helping to ensure that information flows freely to the public. Unlike the
marketplace model, where the press ensured government accountability by
working alongside competition to help sort truth from falsehood, the press’s
chief responsibility in the free flow model is to maximize information flow,
both in terms of ensuring that the press has access to information and the
ability to easily transmit it.123
Second, who or what counts as part of the press expands. The press as
information transmitter is more capacious than the press in the marketplace
model, which imagined the press and journalists as rational actors and
impliedly human. Rather, in the free flow of information metaphor, the
press as information source could easily be expanded to encompass a
variety of new types of speakers, notably non-human ones, and can be
conflated with other commercial or corporate speakers.
Third, unlike the marketplace, which was rooted in an idealized physical
122. Four later cases about public and press access to prisons or courts similarly use the metaphor.
In a similar prison access case, evaluating whether the press has a constitutional right of access to a
county jail, Justice Stevens in dissent argued that “[t]he preservation of a full and free flow
of information to the general public has long been recognized as a core objective of the First
Amendment to the Constitution,” and following in part from that proposition, he argued that “[a]n
official prison policy of concealing such knowledge [about prison conditions] from the public by
arbitrarily cutting off the flow of information at its source abridges the freedom of speech and of
the press protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution.” Houchins v. KQED,
Inc., 438 U.S. 1, 3, 30, 38 (1978) (Stevens, J., dissenting). See also Richmond Newspapers v. Virginia,
448 U.S. 555, 583 (1980) (Stevens, J., concurring) (quoting Houchins for the metaphor).
Citing the prison access cases, Justice Stevens in dissent used the metaphor to argue that the
government cannot “abridge the free flow of information simply to protect [its] own activities from
public scrutiny. An official policy of secrecy must be supported by some legitimate justification that
serves the interest of the public office”—and, by implication, the interest of the public. Press-Enterprise
Co. v. Superior Court, 478 U.S. 1, 19 (1986) (Stevens, J., dissenting). See also Gannett Co. v.
DePasquale, 443 U.S. 368, 446-47 (1979) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (using the metaphor to paraphrase
newspaper petitioner’s argument that “the First Amendment protects the free flow of information about
judicial proceedings, and that this flow may not be cut off without meeting the standards required
to justify the imposition of a prior restraint under the First Amendment”).
123. In the context of the free flow of information model, legal efforts to increase access to
information, to improve transparency, and to advance a general right to know—perhaps most notably
advanced by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)—can be understood as affirmative responses that
are available within the logic of an otherwise libertarian approach to expressive freedoms. These accessbased arguments apply to but can extend beyond the institutional press.
Relatedly, scholars writing about information access often describe it within the metaphor’s terms.
For example, focusing on the “First Amendment right to gather information,” Barry McDonald argued
that “[o]ne problem with this system of maintaining a flow of important information to the public . . .
was its vulnerability at the ‘head’ of the flow: even if the government was prohibited from unduly
interfering with the flow itself or its destinations, what would prevent the government from constricting
its sources?” McDonald, supra note 115, at 251. Similarly, RonNell Andersen Jones’s proposal to assess
“confidential-source cases based on the anonymous-speech rights of sources” is drawn in contrast with
the current approach, which is focused on “information-flow or newsgathering rights of the reporters.”
RonNell Andersen Jones, Rethinking Reporters’ Privilege, 111 MICH. L. REV. 1221, 1126 (2013).
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market, the model is placeless. And unlike the marketplace, which offered
a narrow view of the public as consumers but grounded those people in a
common place, it is entirely unclear who constitutes the public. The public
is better understood as an aggregation of anonymous, discrete individuals,
who are conceptualized as information receivers whose job it is to sort the
informational wheat from the chaff.
(2) The Press and the State
Though the state has less of a role to play, government intervention also
is possible in the free flow model. Here, the government’s role is more
limited; rather than correcting market failures, the role of the state is to help
ensure that information flow is uninhibited. The government can satisfy this
role by removing regulations that impede free flow, but at times state
intervention is appropriate if regulation is conceptualized as targeting the
functioning of conduits—notably, the press—with the goal of ensuring and
improving the flow of information.
The earliest press case to use a version of the metaphor, Associated Press
v. United States,124 defended its application of antitrust law to the press
against a First Amendment challenge in terms of ensuring the “free flow of
ideas.” Defining the First Amendment as “a command that the government
itself shall not impede the free flow of ideas,” the Court argued that “does
not afford non-governmental combinations a refuge if they impose
restraints upon that constitutionally guaranteed freedom. . . . Freedom of the
press from governmental interference under the First Amendment does not
sanction repression of that freedom by private interests.”125 In other words,
the Court defined restraints of trade in the newspaper business in the
metaphor’s terms, as interfering with “free flow” of ideas to the public.
Contrary to conflicting with the First Amendment, improving free flow
through application of antitrust law vindicated constitutional principles.126
Though the Court did not invoke the marketplace metaphor explicitly, it
could be argued that it did so implicitly when it asserted that the “[First]
Amendment rests on the assumption that the widest possible dissemination
of information from diverse and antagonistic sources is essential to the
welfare of the public, that a free press is a condition of a free society.”127 A
conceptual shift in the understanding of the press does not happen
overnight, so it should not be surprising that the Court would draw on
multiple metaphors at once. Indeed, the fact that the Court would use the
free flow metaphor in conjunction with the marketplace metaphor shows

124. 326 U.S. 1 (1945).
125. Id. at 20.
126. The Court in a later opinion, similarly upholding an antitrust action against newspapers, cited
the First Amendment argument and theory of the press in Associated Press. Citizen Publishing Co. v.
United States, 394 U.S. 131, 139-40 (1969).
127. Id.
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that the Court is using both metaphors to conceptualize the purpose of the
First Amendment. But, because these metaphors and their underlying
foundations conflict, this reveals a theoretical tension in the Court’s
conceptualization of the press.128
The image of the press-state relationship that allows for regulation of the
press’s conduit function to improve the free flow of information is central
in two important opinions that draw on Associated Press. These opinions
show the conditions under which the Court’s understanding of the press in
terms of the free flow of information metaphor prohibits and permits state
intervention through regulation.
In Miami Herald v. Tornillo,129 the Court distinguished the antitrust
prohibition upheld in Associated Press with a right-of-reply regulation
because the former appropriately improved the functioning of the press as
conduit,130 while the latter is an unconstitutional “intrusion into the function
of editors” that might deter and diminish their speech.131 While the press is
“more than a passive receptacle or conduit for news, comment, and
advertising,”132 the Court’s emerging theory of the press limits the proper
role for regulation to improving the press’s conduit function.133
Further, the Court rejected conceptualizing the press’s role in terms of the
marketplace of ideas. The right-of-reply statute at issue represented the type
of access regulation that would have corrected for market failure.134 Indeed,
Jerome Barron, who wrote one of the most significant market failure
critiques,135 argued the case in defense of the statute before the Court.136
When shifting the frame of reference from the marketplace to the free flow

128. There are other examples of the Court using both metaphors. Dissenting in a case upholding a
state’s generally applicable sales tax that applied to cable television but exempted print media, Justice
Marshall cited Associated Press for the proposition that the meaning of the First Amendment is that “the
government . . . shall not impede the free flow of ideas,” and relied on the marketplace metaphor to
argue that upholding “differential taxation within an information medium distorts the marketplace of
ideas by imposing on some speakers costs not borne by their competitors.” Leathers v. Medlock, 499
U.S. 439, 458 (1991) (Marshall, J., dissenting). See also Hustler Magazine v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 5052 (1988) (using both the free flow of information and marketplace metaphors).
129. 418 U.S. 241 (1974).
130. The Court cited Associated Press as rejecting access and other content-based requirements,
instead embracing the regulation of the press as a conduit—and defining its defense of applying antitrust
regulations in those terms. See id. at 254, 256.
131. Id. at 257-58. Using the same reasoning, the Court found in a later opinion that there is no
government-enforced access right to public television broadcasters because a broadcaster “might choose
not to air candidates’ views at all. A broadcaster might decide ‘the safe course is to avoid
controversy,’ . . . and by so doing diminish the free flow of information and ideas.” Turner Broad. Sys.,
Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 656 (quoting Tornillo, 418 U.S. at 257). See also Arkansas Educational
Television Commission v. Forbes, 523 U.S. 666. 681-82 (1998) (endorsing the reasoning in Turner).
132. Tornillo, 418 U.S. at 258.
133. The lower court, which the Supreme Court reversed, articulated its defense of the right-ofreply statute in terms of the free flow of information metaphor, writing that it “furthered the ‘broad
societal interest in the free flow of information to the public.’” Id. at 245.
134. See supra Part II (discussing market failure).
135. See supra note 84; see generally Part II.
136. See Tornillo, 418 U.S. at 247-51 (describing Barron and “[a]ccess advocates[’]” market failure
argument in terms of the “marketplace of ideas”).
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of information, media access regulations that do not turn exclusively on the
press’s conduit function but touch its content function are prohibited. By
defining market failure correction or access regulations in terms of content,
and contrasting them with conduit regulations, the Court explicitly rejected
the vision of “press responsibility” that Barron and others advanced.137
In Turner, the Court determined its First Amendment standard of review
analysis of must-carry regulations in part based on the conduit versus
content distinction it had developed through Associated Press and Tornillo.
The Court found that the regulations at issue, requiring that cable operators
transmit some local broadcast television stations, were content neutral.138
Unlike the right-of-reply statute in Tornillo, “no aspect of the must-carry
provisions would cause a cable operator or cable programmer to conclude
that ‘the safe course is to avoid controversy,’ and by so doing diminish the
free flow of information and ideas.”139 Rather, the must-carry regulations
targeted the cable operator’s conduit function, mitigating the “bottleneck,
or gatekeeper, control” that they exercise over what television content
subscribers can access.140 Justifying this approach, the Court reiterated the
Associated Press’s reasoning that “[t]he First Amendment’s command that
government not impede the freedom of speech does not disable the
government from taking steps to ensure that private interests not restrict,
through physical control of a critical pathway of communication, the free
flow of information and ideas.”141 In other words, the Court reinforced the
proposition that the state has an appropriate role to play in regulating the
media as a conduit to ensure that the free flow of information is not
impeded.142
137. Id. at 256 (explaining that, “beginning with Associated Press, the Court has expressed
sensitivity as to whether a restriction or requirement constituted the compulsion exerted by government
on a newspaper to print that which it would not otherwise print,” and that “[t]he clear implication has
been that any such a compulsion to publish that which ‘“reason” tells them should not be published’ is
unconstitutional. A responsible press is an undoubtedly desirable goal, but press responsibility is not
mandated by the Constitution and like many other virtues it cannot be legislated.”).
138. Turner Broad. Sys., Inc. v. FCC, 512 U.S. 622, 652.
139. Id. at 656 (citation omitted).
140. Id. See also Denver Area Educ. Telecomms. Consortium v. FCC, 518 U.S. 727, 776 (1996)
(Souter, J., concurring) (similarly acknowledging the “ability of individual entities” in the cable industry
“to act as bottlenecks to the free flow of information”).
141. Turner, 512 U.S. at 657 (emphasis added). For those reasons, the Court rejected the application
of strict scrutiny and determined the regulations should be subject to intermediate scrutiny. Id. at 662.
Rational basis was not appropriate because the must-carry regulations, unlike the antitrust regulations
at issue in Associated Press, “impose special obligations upon cable operators and special burdens upon
cable programmers.” Id. at 640-41.
142. The Court relied on similar reasoning in FCC v. National Citizens Committee for
Broadcasting, 436 U.S. 775 (1978). There, the Court upheld the agency’s cross-ownership regulations,
explaining that, “far from seeking to limit the flow of information, the Commission has acted, in the
Court of Appeals’ words, ‘to enhance the diversity of information heard by the public without ongoing
government surveillance of the content of speech.’” Id. at 801-02. See also Denver Area Educ.
Telecomms. Consortium, 518 U.S. at 798 (Kennedy, J., concurring in part, dissenting in part) (explaining
that a House Committee reporting a cable bill understood “the leased access provisions [to be] narrowly
drawn structural regulations of private industry, to enhance the free flow and diversity of information
available to the public without governmental intrusion into decisions about program content”) (citation
omitted).
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As these opinions show, the free flow of information metaphor allows for
a limited role for the state whereby regulations are narrowly targeted at the
press as conduit with the goal of improving information flow. While it may
appear that the metaphor allows for a host of affirmative regulations that go
beyond a libertarian theory of the press, it is only a matter of coincidence
when the Venn diagram of the free flow metaphor’s understanding of
regulation overlaps with liberal or republican concerns about the quality of
information or structural inequality and fairness.
Rather, the free flow model’s central focus is on the quantity of
information transmitted; the more robust the transmission, the more fully
the public’s interest is vindicated. This focus has two implications. First,
questions of information quality are largely ignored—most importantly,
whether information is true. These considerations could overlap with
questions about content, which in many instances would raise content- and
viewpoint-neutrality concerns. Second, due to the model’s focus on
quantity—that information is flowing—it is agnostic about where it flows.
Questions of equity or fairness are foreclosed. Thus, the validity of
regulations is not about whether they foster quality information, or where
or to whom ideas or information flow (or don’t flow), but rather about
ensuring that that information does flow and does so as robustly as possible.
***
The changes afforded by the free flow of information metaphor have
facilitated a sea change in the expressive ecosystem. As this Part has shown,
the metaphor is intertwined with a libertarian theory of speech and press
freedoms emerging in Supreme Court doctrine beginning in the 1940s.
Though rhetorically the Court may have used the free flow of information
metaphor to seek similar purposes as it did when using the marketplace
theory—truth, democratic deliberation, and government accountability—
the structure of the free flow metaphor and the libertarian theory
undergirding it foreclosed on those goals. Rather, this theory radically
departs from the liberal tradition supported by the marketplace metaphor. It
prioritizes the quantity of content over its quality, privileges information
over ideas, forecloses structures of accountability, shifts responsibility onto
users or listeners, and sidelines truth as a goal.
A brief review of how the free flow of information model operates helps
illustrate these points. In the free flow model, the key mechanism that
ensures a robust expressive ecosystem is free flow itself: more information
flowing more freely will create the best conditions to reach free
expression’s goals. This shift from the marketplace model and its focus on
competition has cascading implications for how accountability operates and
for the structure of the expressive environment more broadly. Once hitched
to competition’s function in the marketplace and responsible for the ideas
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that it shared, the press in the free flow model is instead responsible simply
for the act of sharing information—for ensuring that journalists have access
to information and that they can freely transmit it to the public. In terms of
the free flow model’s structure, press accountability has moved to the
beginning of the transmission process and is focused on structure as
opposed to content. Similarly, the state’s role, once able to assist in
correcting market failure, is now tied to ensuring the channels of
communication operate smoothly. Sorting good information from bad—
which happens on the back end of the model—is now the public’s job. But
because there is no place in the free flow model where a public can
constitute itself, the public is disaggregated, dispersed, and diffuse.
Simultaneously, the free flow metaphor allows for more entities to be
speakers and journalists and more categories of communication to count as
speech, increasing the information flow to a fever pitch.
The consequences of the free flow of information metaphor for our
expressive ecosystem are twofold: a lack of accountability and structures
for accountability, coupled with incentives to increase the amount of
information that listeners are responsible for sorting through. These
intertwined consequences underscore that that the model and its libertarian
theory are inconsistent with the marketplace’s goals of truth-seeking,
democratic deliberation, and government accountability. While the
marketplace model similarly was riddled with problems and often (if not
always) fell short of reaching its goals, the key point is that it failed for
reasons specific to that model, like a failure of competition. In the free flow
model, these goals are not part of the equation.
IV. CRITIQUE OF THE FREE FLOW OF INFORMATION METAPHOR: A
COMPARISON TO INFORMATION THEORY
This Article’s excavation of the stealth free flow metaphor has focused
inside of the law to illuminate the doctrinal and theoretical changes that
have been happening within the First Amendment. These moves have
revealed the ideological divergence between the marketplace and free flow
of information metaphors, the former rooted in liberalism and the latter
libertarianism. This inside-the-doctrine approach aligns with the literature
on law and metaphor, which largely focuses on the work that metaphors do
within the law.143
This Part widens the lens, looking outside of the doctrine to uncover
theoretical commonalities between the free flow of information metaphor
and information theory to crystalize a critique. Though not purporting to
offer a definitive intellectual history of the free flow of information
metaphor, an important topic for future research, this Part begins that
project, inviting the law and metaphor literature to continue expanding its
143. See supra Part I.
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engagement with the intellectual and social origins of legal metaphors.144
By viewing the essential elements of the free flow of information metaphor
and the libertarian theory undergirding it in a context outside of First
Amendment doctrine, it is possible to see them even more clearly.
Part IV.A traces the theoretical overlap between the free flow of
information metaphor and information theory’s influential mathematical
model of communication,145 developed just as the concept of free flow was
taken up by the Court in the 1940s.146 By attending to both the structure and
purposes of the mathematical model, this Part shows how information
theory prefigures key elements of the free flow metaphor. Like the
mathematical model, the metaphor conceives of free expression as an
engineering problem: quantity is prioritized over quality, information is
privileged over ideas by removing meaning from the equation, efficiency of
information flow is paramount, and accountability is shifted outside of the
model onto the end user or listener.
Building on the commonalities between information theory and the
metaphor developed in Part IV.A, Part IV.B draws on communication
scholars’ long-standing critique of information theory to argue that the
metaphor and its libertarian approach to free expression are untenable for
democracy. They construct an impoverished expressive ecosystem devoid
of goals like truth, democratic deliberation, or government accountability
and offer no alternative, affirmative vision of democracy.
The aim of this critique is to uncover the weaknesses of the free flow of
information metaphor and the libertarian theory that undergirds it, not to
idealize or revivify the marketplace metaphor. Again, this Article uses the
marketplace metaphor as a foil, a helpful point of contrast against which to
better see the free flow of information metaphor.147 To be sure, some of the
marketplace metaphor’s liberal goals—like truth, democratic deliberation,
and government accountability—are laudable and preferable to what the
free flow metaphor offers. Nevertheless, the marketplace metaphor suffers
144. See supra note 53.
145. See Graham P. Collins, Claude E. Shannon: Founder of Information Theory, SCI. AM. (Oct.
14, 2002), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/claude-e-shannon-founder (explaining that
“[c]lassical information science . . . sprang forth about 50 years ago. . . . Shannon defined in
mathematical terms what information is and how it can be transmitted in the face of noise. What had
been viewed as quite distinct modes of communication—the telegraph, telephone, radio and television—
were unified in a single framework.”).
146. This Part builds on an argument I began sketching in my prior work but goes beyond it. See
Weiland, supra note 42, at 1451 n.262. Mark Fenster has similarly pointed out the apparent links
between information theory and transparency theory, drawing on many of the same sources that I discuss
here, though offering a different critique. See Mark Fenster, The Opacity of Transparency, 91 IOWA L.
REV. 885, 914-15 (2006). It is not surprising that Fenster would have drawn on information theory as
an intellectual resource for transparency theory; as I discuss earlier in this Article, in the context of the
free flow of information metaphor, transparency can be understood as an affirmative response that is
available within the metaphor’s logic. See supra note 123; see also Fenster at 900 (describing
transparency’s “positive consequences” as “enable[ing] the free flow of information among public
agencies and private individuals, allowing input, review, and criticism of government action, and
thereby increas[ing] the quality of governance”).
147. See supra Part II.
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from a variety of problems, not least that it may have never accurately
reflected the expressive environment in the United States and thus should
be better understood as aspirational—not the stuff of doctrine or policy
making.148 The point is that the free flow of information metaphor,
ascendant in doctrine and simultaneously offering a descriptively accurate
picture of how our system of free expression operates today, is incompatible
with democracy.
A. Information Theory and the Mathematical Model of Communication
One of the most significant developments in information theory was
Claude Shannon’s publication in 1948 of his influential one-way
transmission or mathematical model of communication (Figure 1),149 which
was popularized by his collaborator, Warren Weaver, in a 1949 Scientific
American article (Figure 2).150 A few years later, midcentury modernist
designers Charles and Ray Eames further disseminated Shannon’s theory
and one-way transmission model to a wider audience in their 1953 film A
Communications Primer, which was funded by IBM and shown at the
Museum of Modern Art (Figure 3).151 There, the narrator introduces the
viewer to Shannon’s model, explaining that “the era we are entering might
well be characterized as an era of communication” and that the model is a
“diagram by which almost any communication process can be
schematically represented.”152

Figure 1: Claude Shannon’s Mathematical Model of Communication
(1948)
148. Id.
149. C.E. Shannon, A Mathematical Theory of Communication, 27 BELL SYS. TECHNICAL J. 379,
379-82 (1948); see THE PROCESS AND EFFECTS OF MASS COMMUNICATION 12-14, 23 n.9 (Wilbur
Schramm & Donald F. Roberts eds., 1974).
150. Warren Weaver, The Mathematics of Communication, SCI. AM., July 1949, at 12-13.
151. A Communications Primer (IBM 1953), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byyQtGb3dvA;
see Bernard Dionysius Geoghegan, The Historiographic Conceptualization of Information: A Critical
Survey, IEEE ANNALS HIST. COMPUTING 66, 67 (2008).
152. A Communications Primer, supra note 151.
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Figure 2: Warren Weaver’s Reproduction of Shannon’s Model (1949)

Figure 3: A Still of Shannon’s Model from Charles & Ray Eames’s Film
(1953)
The central features of information theory, as Shannon so influentially
developed it, prefigure key elements of the free flow of information
metaphor. By focusing on the structure and purposes of the mathematical
model, this Part reveals those commonalities.
(1) The Model’s Structure: Information Senders and Receivers
The structure of the mathematical model of communication outlines the
key elements of the communicative process conjured by the free flow
metaphor. The model begins with an information source that transmits a
message. The information source can be divorced from human agency; the
sender could be a person but could be nonhuman. This move mirrors how
the definition of who or what counts as a speaker or as part of the press
broadened within the parameters of the free flow of information metaphor
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and continues to afford the possibility for encompassing additional types of
speakers and press actors.153 Similarly, the image of the information sender
mirrors the conduit role that the press took up within the structure of the
free flow metaphor.
The model also includes an information receiver, which is the position of
the listener in terms of the free flow metaphor. Importantly, the model ends
once the message has been received by the end destination. Thus, the scope
of the one-way transmission model mirrors that of the free flow metaphor:
once the listener receives the message, the metaphor has very little to say.
It is the listener’s responsibility to address the content of the message (or
not); those considerations are beyond the scope of the metaphor, just as they
are beyond the structure of the mathematical model.
(2) The Model’s Purposes: Information Should Flow Efficiently,
Voluminously, and Without Regard to Meaning
The mathematical model is rooted in theoretical conditions making
possible the conception of information as something that could flow and
that ought to flow freely, central to the operation of the free flow metaphor.
The context in which Shannon created the model and the purposes for which
it was developed help explain why the model operates this way. He
developed the model when working for AT&T’s Bell Labs, where he was
influenced by the company’s explicit commercial interest in improving
efficiency in phone calls.154 He understood the central problem of
information transmission as “reproducing at one point either exactly or
approximately a message selected at another point.”155 Thus, the ideal
conditions in this communicative process are when information is
seamlessly transmitted, so it moves robustly and with the minimum amount
of noise from sender to receiver. As I argue elsewhere,
[t]his idea of the communicative process and the information that
comprises it—where it is divorced from human agency and understood
in terms of transmission of “fundamental element[s]” or “bit[s]”—
affords for the idea that information could flow (analogous to
transmission) and that it ought to flow freely, thereby improving the
functioning of the system by reducing the ratio of signal to noise.156

153. See supra Parts III.A.2 and III.B.1.
154. See JON GERTNER, THE IDEA FACTORY: BELL LABS AND THE GREAT AGE OF AMERICAN
INNOVATION 126 (2012). Shannon was aware of this influence, telling “an interviewer that the institution
of Bell Labs (its intellectual environment, its people, its freedom, and, most important, the Bell System’s
myriad technical challenges) deserved a fair amount of credit for his information theory.” Id. at 135. See
also ROBERT SLATER, PORTRAITS IN SILICON 36-37 (1987); John Durham Peters, Information: Notes
Toward a Critical History, 12 J. COMM. INQUIRY 9, 17 (1988).
155. Shannon, supra note 149, at 379.
156. Weiland, supra note 42, at 1421 n.265 (citing Shannon at 380 (describing the “unit for
measuring information” as “binary digits, or more briefly bits”)); Weaver, supra note 150, at 13-14
(discussing the problem of “noise” as interfering with the transmission of information); H. PETER
ALESSO & CRAIG F. SMITH, CONNECTIONS: PATTERNS OF DISCOVERY 80-82 (2008) (explaining that
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Understanding information as something that can flow and should flow
freely are precisely the ideas that underpin the engine at the heart of the free
flow of information metaphor. Unlike the marketplace metaphor, which
relies on competition, the free flow metaphor relies on the free flow of
information as the mechanism supporting a robust speech environment.157
Thus, building on the mathematical model’s technical provision of
information flow and priority of flow as an engineering or efficiency good,
the free flow metaphor adds a normative valance to the uninhibited
movement of information.
Intertwined with the mathematical model’s focus on efficient information
transmission is its rejection of meaning, which mirrors the free flow
metaphor’s priority of the quantity over quality of information.158 Shannon
self-consciously evacuated the process of communication and the
information that is transmitted of any meaning that it might convey. As he
wrote when he published the model in The Bell System Technical Journal,
“messages have meaning; that is they refer to or are correlated according to
some system with certain physical or conceptual entities. These semantic
aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering problem.”159 In
his popularization of Shannon’s work the following year, Weaver made
explicit that the use of the term “information” in this context “must not be
confused at all with meaning.”160 The divorce of meaning from information
was reiterated in Shannon and Weaver’s book compiling Shannon’s Bell
System Technical Journal essays and Weaver’s contribution.161 Further, the
emphasis on information over meaning or content is made visually apparent
through Shannon’s model, which he described as a “schematic diagram of
a general communication system.”162 This model remained consistent
through Weaver’s essay and both editions of Shannon and Weaver’s book.
B. Applying the Critique of the Mathematical Model of Communication to
the Free Flow of Information Metaphor
As the discussion of the structure and purposes of the mathematical model

Shannon’s research included work on reducing noise in communications signals, and that he “reduc[ed]
information to . . . binary code” and introduced the term “bit”); Geoghegan, supra note 151, at 66
(“Shannon was the person who saw that the binary digit was the fundamental element in all of
communication.”) (internal citation omitted).
157. See supra Part III.A.
158. See generally id. Note that the marketplace metaphor is more concerned with meaning. Even
though ideas and news that are exchanged in the marketplace are analogized to economic goods or
products, the content of those goods matters. Additionally, the marketplace metaphor’s focus on truth
winning out evinces a focus on content, while the free flow metaphor focuses instead on the uninhibited
movement of information.
159. Shannon, supra note 149, at 379.
160. Weaver, supra note 150, at 12.
161. CLAUDE E. SHANNON & WARREN WEAVER, THE MATHEMATICAL THEORY OF
COMMUNICATION 99-100 (1949); CLAUDE E. SHANNON & WARREN WEAVER, THE MATHEMATICAL
THEORY OF COMMUNICATION 8-9 (1964).
162. Shannon, supra note 149, at 381 fig. 1.
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of communication reveal, Shannon’s model and its underlying information
theory placed a premium on ensuring that information can flow while
simultaneously rejecting any concern with meaning, which prefigures key
elements of the free flow metaphor. As a result, both information theory and
the free flow of information metaphor’s conceptualization of the freedom
of expression are highly mechanistic. This mechanistic or transmission
view of the process of communication has been widely critiqued by
communication scholars, in no small part because of the influence that the
mathematical or one-way transmission model had on the early development
of the academic discipline of communication.163 Scholars subsequently
have sought to denaturalize the discipline’s reception of Shannon’s theory
and recuperate a cultural and critical understanding of the field. Most
notably, James Carey has described the paradigmatic view of
communication as embodying a “transportation” model, which he critiques
and contrasts with a “ritual view of communication” that understands
communication in a cultural context.164
As Carey’s critique suggests, the central weakness of a mechanistic or
transmission view of communication is that it fails to understand
communication as a contextual practice that can build or undermine
communities and democracies. As communication scholars have argued,
restricting the study of communication to a model that understands listeners
as mere information receivers fundamentally undermines the ability to
study communication as a cultural and political practice through which
individuals and publics develop themselves and their understanding of the
world. Further, because the mathematical model places the meaning of
communication outside the model’s scope, it devalues questions of content
quality and the critical tools necessary to assess it. Finally, by prioritizing
163. Shannon’s influence can be traced to the origins of the newly emergent discipline of
communication. Wilbur Schramm, a key founder of the field, helped to publish a 1949 book that
Shannon coauthored with Warren Weaver, which popularized and widely disseminated his information
theory, by the University of Illinois Press that was associated with the university where Schramm
worked. WILBUR SCHRAMM, THE BEGINNINGS OF COMMUNICATION STUDY IN AMERICA: A PERSONAL
MEMOIR 140 (1997). Moreover, Schramm incorporated the mathematical theory of communication into
his scholarship and teaching, effectively “invent[ing]” a crucial component of the discipline’s history.
John Durham Peters & Peter Simonson, Introduction to Part II of MASS COMMUNICATION AND
AMERICAN SOCIAL THOUGHTS: KEY TEXTS, 1919-1968, at 79, 90 (John Durham Peters & Peter
Simonson eds., 2004); John Durham Peters & Peter Simonson, Introduction to Part III of id., at 263,
274. For instance, he took Shannon’s definition of information as foundational in his influential essay,
“The Nature of Communication between Humans.” Information, he wrote, is “any content that reduces
uncertainty or the number of alternative possibilities in a situation.” Wilbur Schramm, The Nature of
Communication Between Humans, in THE PROCESSES AND EFFECTS OF MASS COMMUNICATION 1, 13
(Wilbur Schramm & Donald F. Roberts eds., 1974). Further, in explaining how the information process
functions, Schramm reprinted Shannon’s “engineering model” and argued that it “is a useful analogy to
what must happen when information passes between humans.” Id. at 23-24. And in the context of
studying news and mass media, Schramm incorporated Shannon’s approach by understanding the press
as information sender, the news report as the information that is transmitted, and the news consumer as
the information receiver. Wilbur Schramm, The Nature of News, JOURNALISM Q., Sept. 1949, at 259,
259.
164. Weiland, supra note 42, at n.265 (citing JAMES W. CAREY, COMMUNICATION AS CULTURE:
ESSAYS ON MEDIA AND SOCIETY 12-16 (Routledge rev. ed. 2009) (1989)).
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the uninhibited flow of information and not its origins or what happens after
it is delivered, the mathematical model forecloses on questions of
accountability, undermining communication scholars’ ability to interrogate
power, inequality, and responsibility.165
Because of the fundamental theoretical commonalities between the
mathematical model and the free flow of information metaphor, these
critiques apply with equal force to the metaphor and its understanding of
the freedom of expression. The metaphor provides for the uninhibited,
voluminous transmission of information as the mechanism for developing
a robust expressive ecosystem. This approach prioritizes information over
ideas and values information’s quantity over its quality, while removing
accountability mechanisms that assess the origins and veracity of
information and displacing that responsibility onto the listener. Further, the
metaphor and its underlying theory do not provide for alternative
accountability mechanisms or resources to help listeners sort the
informational wheat from the chaff. Thus, as it expands the scope of rights
and contracts the scope of responsibilities, the metaphor and the libertarian
theory on which it rests construct an impoverished expressive ecosystem
devoid of goals like truth, democratic deliberation, or government
accountability. If democracy requires adherence to some version of these
values, then the free flow of information metaphor and the libertarian
approach to free expression that underpins it are untenable for our system
of government.
CONCLUSION: TOWARD A BETTER FIRST AMENDMENT METAPHOR
The free flow of information metaphor has become as important today as
the marketplace of ideas has been over the past century as a jurisprudential
and cultural concept for how free expression is conceptualized and
enacted—and we didn’t even realize it. As this Article has revealed by
identifying and excavating the metaphor in Supreme Court doctrine, the
stealth free flow metaphor and its underlying libertarian ideology have
supported a restructuring of First Amendment rights and responsibilities at
odds with the classical liberal approach envisioned by the marketplace
metaphor. Further, shifting the metaphorical frame of reference helps make
sense of the contemporary expressive ecosystem. The libertarian theory that
this Article uncovered in First Amendment doctrine mirrors how speech
platforms like Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter conceptualize free
expression. This helps explain how these companies, which play an outsized
role in structuring the private conditions under which much of free
expression unfolds today, make decisions the way they do, like why and
how they decided to deplatform former President Trump.166
165. Id. at 1451-52.
166. See supra Introduction.
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These insights are significant descriptive contributions, given that the
marketplace’s dominance has “interfered with the creation of other more
appropriate tropes that would more accurately reflect the contemporary
realities of our society.”167 But the new reality that the free flow of
information metaphor reflects is not a normatively desirable one. The
metaphor and its underlying libertarian ideology articulate a view of free
expression that threatens democracy. The metaphor’s logic prioritizes
content quantity over quality, privileges information over ideas, removes
accountability from the system of expression, and displaces responsibility
onto listeners, who are ill-equipped to sort the informational wheat from the
chaff. In the end, truth loses out.
Solving this problem requires more than legal change. The free flow of
information metaphor and its libertarian ideology are evidence of a broader
theoretical shift in how the freedom of expression is conceptualized, and the
work they do happens both within the boundaries of constitutional law and
outside of it. Given the metaphor’s cultural force, and the current Supreme
Court’s hostility to First Amendment arguments that cut against this
libertarian trend,168 an immediate way to tackle reform is through the words
we use. Following Lakoff and Johnson’s insight about the power of
metaphors,169 this Article concludes with a call to judges, lawyers, and
scholars to craft a better First Amendment metaphor that we can live and
govern by. Instead of retreating to the marketplace metaphor, writing a new
metaphor offers the opportunity to retain some of the marketplace’s
virtues—namely, its coherent vision of a democracy predicated on truthseeking and providing mechanisms to hold the government accountable—
while rejecting its logic of competition, which results in homogeneity and
reinforces elite views.170 Moreover, embracing a new metaphor invites a
bold reconsideration of what type of expressive ecosystem we want to have
and what type of democracy we want to create. Correcting the failures of
the free flow of information metaphor and its libertarian ideology offer a
place to start.

167. BOSMAJIAN, supra note 2, at 71.
168. See supra note 106.
169. See generally LAKOFF & JOHNSON, supra note 1.
170. See supra Part II.

